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RECORD

NEW MEXICO STAT
SUBSCRIPTION

NUMBER 224

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, JANUARY 17, 1919

$1.50

FOURTH STATE LEGISLATURE

MEETS, ORGANIZES, HEARS THE
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE

AND STARTS

WITH PROHIBITION FIRST MEASURE

LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR PANKEY WIELDSL THE GRAVEL
IN SENATE AND A. A. SEDILLO IN HOUS E, LAW.
BENCE SUCCEEDS GORDAN FROM MCKINLEY IN THE
SENATE, UNUSUALLY LARGE NUMBER OF FORMER
MEMBERS COME BACK TO HOUSE WHICH APPEAR8

of three members serving six years
and sitting continuously, to correlate taxation practices and tax rates
for the entire state.
For State Development
Assistance in the drainage problems of the districts requiring re- -,
clamation aid, and cooperation w'th
the federal authorities in the Rio
Grande, San Juan and Mesilla Valley projects are suggested.
And in the interest of development
the governor asks the legislature to
memorialize the national congress to
devclcpe the San Juan coal fields
by building the ra (way that has been
agitated for years as a necessity
in the northwest corner of the state.
He would favor the bonding of such

CONVICT IS PARDONED BY
GOVERNOR LARRAZOLO

Hoy Flan m of Santa Fe; reading
clerk, V'dal Sanchez of Tao- anoth- DEVELOPMENT OF
er to be natrec later; stenographers,
Mrs. Edward Safford, Mi.n Esther
Barton, Miss C.enevieve Harmon, a. I
DRAINAGE IN
of Santa Fe, Miss Lou Hughes and
Miss Frances Devine of Albuquerque, and Miss Pearl Price of Las
TAKES BIG STRIDE
Cruces; doorkeeper, Nicasio Ortiz of
San Miguel county;; ass slant doorkeeper, Adolfo Sanchez of Valencia
county; postmaster, Doroteo Torres
of Mora county; page, Frank Rome- THE RECLAMATION DEPARTro of Santa Fe.
MENT OF GOVERNMENT IN
The senate committees and organization will remain the same as in
COOPERATION WITH THE
the third assembly with the execution that Frank S. Lawrence of GalSTATE PLANS ACTIVITY ON
lup assumes the committee appoint
mcnts held by his predecessor, John
THREE BIG PROJECTS
S. Gordon.
House Employees
The Rio Grande, San Juan, and
Following is the list of the em- Mesilla valley
drainage projects will
hpusc of 'representaployees
be taken up vigorously and at once
tives:
a result of a dec'sion arr'ved at by
as
Chaplain, Rt. Rev. Antonio
the JU. S. reclamation service in conSanta Fe.'
the state engineer and
Chief Clerk, Lorenzo Delgado, San junction w'th
the state administration according to
Miguel county.
an announcement .from the federal
Sergeant at arms, Anastacio Padi- offices this week.
lla. Bernalillo county.
quarters of a million acres
Assistant chief clerk, A. J. Fischer. areThree
and preliminary surveys
Assistant sergeant at arms, Vida-ci- o and affected,
have been gathered coverdata
Martinez, Valencia county.
a
large part of the work in conSecond Assistant Sergeant at arms ing
templation. It is assumed that state
E D. Will ams. '
will be suggested dur'ng
Two Enrolling Clerks Jacobo Vi- cooperation
the
term of the legislature,
gil, first 30 days, of session; Frank and present
as the communities of the state
Vigil, first 30 davs of session; Sixto directly affected are aroused to the
Chavez, second 30 days of session; need of drainage and the entire state
Isidoro Lucero, second 30 days of is interested in the
development of
session.
the resources entailed in the proMr. L. A. Hagy, stenographer.
jects.
Miss Bell Parker, stenographer.
The three projects are in outline
Miss Mary Costello, stenographer. as follows:
Mrs. Evelyn p. Castle, stenograSan Juan Basin (Irrigat'on) Acrepher.
200.000; present price per acre,
Mrs. Jessie Blessum, stenographer. age,
after reclamaMs- - Adella Muller, stenographer, $10; probable priceof
tion, $125; method
financing, govfor first 30 days of session.
ernment.
Miss Kathryn Chavez, stenograRio Grande Valley (Drainage)
pher, for second 30 days of session. Acreage, 200000; present price per
Braulio Aragon, stenographer.
$25: probable price after reclaEmilio Martinr. post master, first acre,
mation. $150; method of financing,
30 davs of session.
government.
Vicente Martinez, post master, sec- probably
Mesilla Valley (Drainage) Acreond 30 davs of session.
110000:
age,
present prcc per acre.
Rafael Maestas, clerk.
probable pr'ce after reclamaMartin Rovbal, clerk, for first 30 $40;
tion, $300; method of financing, govdavs of session.
ernment.
Manuel B. Salazar, clerk, for second ,10 davs of session.
GOVERNOR JMNS PAPER
H'lio Martinez, clerk.
FOR FIRST EXTRADITION
clerk.
Daniel Martinet,
Annlonio Padilla. clerk.
The f'rst er.tradition request is
Page? Jose Ma Garcia, Jose Ala-ri- sued by Governor Larrazolo was
Johnic Sa'.izar, Ernesto
made out tins wtfif, ask'ng tne
of California to return Dr.
Tt appeared this afternoon that
B. Reid to Gallup New Mexthere would be no committee assign- James
ico, where he is charged of defraud-ments ready this week.
ing the Gallup Mercantile Co of
$8,000. The doctor is said to have.
NATIONAL FOREST ROAD
been arrested at San Francisco.
APPORTIONED
FUNDS

ANOTHER PLEASANT

Sabino Montoya of Lincoln county,
on Saturday by Governor Larrazolo from a sentence of
from two to three years in the state
Montoya has an aged
penitentiary.
mother and relatives in need of his
support.

1919

REUNION OF

was pardoned

S,R,

MASONS THIS WEEK

UNCLE SAM GIVES STATE
CLASS
FOR ROADS
$319,514.31

OF 58 OF WHICH

24

WERE SOLDIERS TAKB
THE DEGREES, MANY VISITORS PRESENT, USUAL
INTERESTING FEATURES

For the fiscal year ending) June

20, 1919 the federal

government will
aid New Mexico to the extent of
for the purpose of build$319,514.31
ing roads, it is announced. The state
and counties will spend an equal
amount on federal aid roads in this

an enterprise by the state if such
were within tee powers of the state
i
.. , rr.
w
t , l
p.
unasuus
government at the present time.
iiic cjLuuoii cv.ic
ncid
ineir jyin Keunion on wonoay, lues- BANKERS COMMITTEE TO
Social Reforms Foremost
MEET HERE ON THE 22ND aml the usua atlractive features
An adequate state department of
ABOVE AVERAGE IN ABILITY
narked the event.
health is urged by the governor. He
Governor Larrazolo having requestThe class which took the degrees
would raise the compulsory educaexed
the
bankers
of
that
the
state
15
He would
tion age to
consisted of fifty eight members, 24
years.
desirabilthemselves
as
to
the
lipress
his
annual
that
of
whom were soldiers from many
auto
last
a
establish
report,
The program Ja;d before the fourth
separate reform school
ity of certain legislation, the legis- different states and the other 34 were
state legislature by Governor O. A. cense mon'es be collected by the for girls. He would see the state
lative
bankcommittee
of
the state
citizens from all parts of New MexLarrazolo in person before a joint highway department and disbursed institutions taken- care of without
ers association has been called to ico.
session of the two houses in the by them.
parsimony, and refers in particular
in Santa Fe on Saturday Febmeet
The usual program was carried out
to the state insane asylum which he
hall of representntives Wednesday
Continue Defense Council
ruary 22, by secretary Arthur Selig-ma- n so far as the conferring of degrees
morning is notable for the advanced
The message makes special mention states he knows from observation to
the
of
committee.
President
was concerned.
stand taken and for the sane bene- of the necessity for continuing the be inadequate.
Nathan Jaffa is expected to attend.
The musical program prececdnff
ficial legislation proposed.
He would have New Mexico take
state counc!l of defense with the addthe reunion was omitted. The "social
in
the
educafederal
vocational
ed
part
employof.
securing proper
duty
GRAND JURY TO HEAR OF
More for Education
evening" Tuesday night consisted of
tion program, and favors the estabment of returning soldiers.
FORCERS VIVID CAREER a patriotic musical concert followed
lishment of night schools by big em'The governor recommends that the
Would Aid Stockman
,
by a pleasant dance for a couple ot
tax for school purposes should be
ployers.
E. R. Jay who pa'd a flying visit hours
Holding that three years of unincreased from one half mill to a
Woman
For
The usual splendid luncheons were
Suffrage
to New Mexico points on his wav t
drouth have brought
mill and a half. He advocates high- precedented
California recently, will be in the provided with the assistance of the
er pay for teachers, declaring the many farmers and stockmen in the The campaign planks of woman's
Eastern
Star Ladies.
a
time as a guest of the
state to the verge of ruin while they suffrage and ratificat.on of the nacity for
present salary scale a "disgrace," and have
state penitentiary awaiting the actio, t Considering the fact that the flu
been patriotically assisting the tional constitutional amendment esurges that free text books be supof the grand jury which will hear cp detnic kept many members and
winning of the war by keeping pro- tablishing nation wide prohibition
plied to pupils.
him tr'ed for impersonating
a gov- initiates away, and the Capital was
at a maximum, the governor are called to the attention of the sesHe believes that English and duction
:n his message served notice on the sion by the governor, and their adopernment official, and other things. busy seeing the legislature organize,
Spanish should be taught in alt the
Jay was arrested at Nogales, Ari- the attendance and success of the
schools and that teachers that speak legislature that he proposes to em tion urged.
zona, after having posed as Assist- event was greater than expected.
both languages should be employed ploy the balance of the $750,000
Memorial
Soldiers
to
t nnrr anrt
ant C.r,larw rtf
lal
in the Spanish speaking rural dis- emergency appropriation made at the
later as a nephew of Colonel
It is the belief of the governor
special session for the relief of
TO CONDUCT SCHOOL
tricts to the end that the children
velt, and as Lieutenant Harold Gay- SUSRVEY
may learn English more read'ly and farmers and stockmen, by putting the that the state should through the acCONSOLIDATION
New
He
nor
of
even
York.
in
of
the
imper
the form of loans tion
present legislature raise
may become educated in the Spanish money out
an
sonated
of
the
a
memorial
a
to
state
the soldiers
agent
department
agency, presumably
fitting
language so that our people may through
of justice sent to catch him, and sol Assls,ant Superintendent John V.
compete w'th Europeans in the con- the coimc'l of defense, whichof has and sailors of New Mexico in whose
Conway has been appointed by the
farm
its
sacrifice
g
ndonted
loans
and
aided
as
a
escaped.
loyalty
part
test for South American trade and
After 'swindling oil men in Okla- -' Department of Superintendence of
the world war.
in general under the changed condi- policy.
Nh- A- to make a survey of
homa, he appeared in Las Vcyas. llle
tions of broader international relaAddress in Parson
Eight Hour Day
where he attempted to get money school conditions in tlv.s state . with a
tions brought about by the war.
The governor refers pointedly to
from a state senator it is said, and view to studying the matter f
eleven o'clock Wednesday, mornthe platform plcdue of the majority At
to former governor Curry as solvation of rural schools.
the formalities of orGood Road Fundamental.
ing
following
an
for
hour
dav.
eight
working
party
The matter is fully covered by the
Roosevelts nephew
fur a loin.
the governor appeared
The governor urges the same rate aiH
tinon the enactment of ganization,
He was in Santa I'e anil at I. amy following letter and outline sent out
uctore a joint session to deliver the
of taxation for road purposes and this plank. He urges stronger
is saiil to have oh'ained fraudulently! by Mr. Conway:
briefly outlined above. J.
asks for the passage of a law which
IhbTity for injuries to work- message
$50 from the store of Tom Hauna,
D. Sena acted as interpreter. The
December 20, 1918.
will permit- New Mexico to ont:piie ers, and concurs in the S'igfrestion
.
aim in nave uorrowea Mannas auto- - ,.
met with approval and elicitto take advantage of Federal aid for of a board with mandatory powers message
rerk-Ies- s
is
He
a
it
mobile.
said
ed
of
enjoyed
Armijo,
A committee was appointed by the
road work on the basis of half state to arbitrate disputes between labor Donahearty applause.
in
career
California,
accompani
Ana, mined to thank the govbv and employers.
and county expenditure to
ed ny his young and beautiful w fe. Department of Superintendence of
ernor for his presence and on moHe rat:-fithe national government.
and was on his return when arrest-- , lle N- E: ,A- to cooperate with the
BenTaxation
Stabilize
Governor
of
tion
Lieutenant
made by
the recommendation
e.l. Jay is said to have served se.--- ' krL'au ?f Education for the purpose
F. Pankey, who characterise
State Engineer James A. French in He recommends a tax commission jamin
oi i naKing a siuuy oi scnooi con- eral terms for forgery.
tli speech as the ablest ever deliverMjlidat.ou and rural High School fa- ed before a New Mexico legislature,
. .
..
cilitics in the United States ana
a rising vote was ordered.
materia s and her mspec ion,
The committee, of which
FOURTH STATE
STATE LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT,
r
The apportionment of the Nation- NEW MEXICO
nig and disinfection, is being
a w v ht Specialist in Kuril
Prohibition Amendment
turned to prevent the entry into this; school Practice, Bureau
road
aid
.federal
siiarr..rf
al
of
Forest
LEGISLATURE,
House Resolution 'No. 1 proposed funds fcr the fistal year 1920 has bten
of cotton and other, par-,- ti
D. C is chairman,
Washington.
L.
of
Roman
Baca,
and
diseases.
the yearl
as.tes
by representative
to information
nted me as a representative for
ap
NEWS REVIEW 257 cars have beenDynng
Sonata.
Santa Fe, was placed first on the made, according
inspected and:the comln:ttee for this state to make
by the District Forester, the
councalendar of house business, having apportionment
for
this
entrance
into
to
$37,75000
amounts
passed
survev of consolidation of school!.
NAME
ADDRESS
POL.
DISTRICT
been presented before organization for New Mexico, for constructing
try. Roswell Star.
in New Mexico.
was
the
complete.
within,
or
In order that this ' work- may be
roads within,
San Jose
partly
Roman Gallegos
San Miguel
Rep.
BERNALILLO
The resolution was presented in 'National Forests.
well done it has been sugSan Miguel and
COLFAX
thoroughly
the senate and on motion of Senator
Several projects were approved tor
Senobio Salazar
Mora
gested by Mr. Foght that each counGuadalupita
Rep.
John S. Clark was referred to the construction last year; our in view Buys Valuable Property
San M'guel and
ty superintendent be appealed to to
from of the urgent need of labor and ma- on amendments,
committee
Cortez Oiticlrel, member and man Many Potatoes Frozen
make as correct and prompt report
E. Las Vegas'
John S. Clark
Rep.
Guadalupe
inweeks
few
was
the
of
which it will be reported later in terial for war purposes, the work
During
past
as possible. All of this informatiou
Perfecto Esquibet
ager of the Qttickel Auto and Sunply
Tierra Amanita Rep.
Rio Arriba
the
cold
far
of
tense
weather
date.
the session.
many
Among company, Saturday purchased valua- -'
is desired before the N. h.. A. meet- postponed until a later
Bernalillo, San
the projects that are of particular in- blc real estate on Conner avenue, at, mers in the east end of the countvjjng in Chicago, the last of February.
Dem.
Juan and Sandoval Isaac Barth
Albuquerque
to Sedillo
Speakership
raised
last
who
have
road,
Canyon
year,
the
potatoes
both Fourth and Fifth streets.
For your use I am en losing forms
terest are
Tijeras
Rio Arriba and
A. A. Sedillo, lawyer and repre- the Pecos River road, wh'ch extends
It is understood Mr. Quickel wilL suffered considerable losses through to be filled out and returned to me
Bernalillo
Emiliano Lucero
Sandoval
Rep.
sentative from Bernalillo county re- from Valley Ranch to Cowles, the' soon improve the property by placing freezing of them in cellars, caves and at once.
7. Bernalillo
Geo. A. Kaseman
Rep.
Albuquerque
As soon as the information asked
ceived the speakership of the house Cimarron-Tao- s
road, and the Hondo-- 1 thereon some substantial building,?. in the ground where they had been
A. V. Lucero
Raton
Dem.
8. Colfax
He also took a lease for five years buried. It is true that none of the for in these forms is received froni
by a decisive vote. His nomination Mescalero road..
Dem.
9. Colfax and Union G. C. Smith
Clayton
severe
winter iai 0f the counties, a summary will
was seconded by Major W. H, H.
on the Hudson building at the corn- farmers expected the
Dem.
Melvin T Dunlavy
Santa Fe
to. Santa Fe
be made of this data and forwarded
er of Fourth street and Copner ave-- ! that has been on now for over a,
Llewellyn former speaker of the HOLM O. BURSUM HEAD OF
Penasco
Ramon Sanchez
Rep.
tl. Taos
- to
and
did
make
not
month
the
disfor
active
prepacontestant
house and an
Washington where it will later
San Rafael
12. Valencia
Nabor Mirabal
THE HEALTH ASSOCIATION nue, and as soon as Mr. Hudson
Rep.
known
had
would
ration
Tuescaucus
on
A
be printed in a bulletin to be pub- will
they
the
Mr.
they
Qickel
place.
party
13. Grant, Luna, Sierra
poses of his stock
mem.
u.
loss
asthe
to
laus
ine
Health
a
neavuy
upon
for
auto
Public
ushed
store
supplies
day morning just previous
Dem.
H. L. Kerr
by the Bureau ot Education.
The New Mexico
open up
and Socorro
Cambray
School consolidation, as understood
opening of the session disclosed
14. Socorro
sociation at its meeting held in Al- and accessories. Albuquerque Journ-- j Co.i.ast weeK tne apringer iraain;
J. A. McDonald
Rep.
Kelly
lost nearly a car load of pota- in the present study, includes:
strong lead, Governor Larra- buquerque last week, elected Holm al.
15. Lincoln, Otero, Sotoes in the cellar at the'r warehouse I.
zolo is said to have favored Sedi-llo- 's O. Bursum of Socorro president, and
Glencoe
Rep.
corro and Torrance James V. Tully
The union of two or more small
election.
by freezing and are offering! them
La Union
US. Dona Ana
High School Cafeteria
the following vice presidents: ur.
J. E. Reinburg
Rep.
schools to form one well organto farmers for feeding hogs.
M
cheap,
dav
was
Bronson
ninth
the
Beralso
S.
R.
P.
of
Lawrence
opening
'Frank
Barnes,
January
"Albuquerque;
Rep.
Gallup
Hyde,
ized graded school in charge of
McKinley
Judge
Stockman.
I incoln and Otero James A. 8atrd
Alamopordo
nalillo, was reelected floor leader for Cutting, Santa re; w. u. murray, of the new cafeteria of the hi'rh
Rep.
two or more teachers. This concoffee
The Democrats will Silver City; treasurer. Nathan Jaffa, school. Soup, sandwiches and
Dem.
Roswell
the majority.
19. Chaves
Jesse S. Lea
solidation may be resultant front
M. P. Skeen
Dem.
Artesia
have as their floor leader, Frank Roswell: assistant treasurer and sec- were served and many students as.
20. Eddy
CURRY
a. The union of two or more
Las
advant-F.ast
took
several
teachers
G.
well
as
T.
R. G. Bryant
Portales
De n.
Rodgers,
j
21. Roosevelt
schools lying in the same disVesely.
retary, Mrs.
a
hot
to
of
hive
this
VeKasDem.
age
opportunity
22. Quay
Albert Calisch
Montoya
In the senate Lieutenant Governor
trict, (as township district or
Stock
Increased
elected
walk
Capital
a
were
without
lunch
tiresome
L.
C.
long
Dem.
Clovis
Mersfelder
people
Pronrnent
23. Curry
county district) or
Benjamin F. Pankey presides as
Increasing its canital stock from
vice presidents and direct- home. Miss Hatcher, instructor in
Silver City
William D. Murray
24. Grant
b. The union of the schools of
Rep.
president, and John S. Clark was honorary
in charge $35,000.00 to $125,000.00 and its ca- counties.
science
and
is
of
domestic
the
number
a
for
art,
ors
two or more 'small districts.
to
elected
fiO
pro
tempore
president
a
nf
to
125,
rlav
barrels
nnritu
Housa of Representatives.
is actively seeking of the new proiect.
It is exnerted
serve in the event of the absence of The organization
ot a that the cafeteria will not only util- barrels is the accomplishment of the1' Such other enlargement of disMr. Pankey. George Kaseman is Re- state aid in the establishment
trict boundaries and increase in
Valentin de Armond Cubero
I. Valencia
Rep.
as
such
made
of
health
ize
all
foodstuffs
up in the: Clovis Mill and F.leva'or Co. in
department
school population as makes il
Belen
1. Valencia.
Abel'no Sanches
publican floor leader, and Isaac Barth state
Rep.
of the 1919 business. In
in practically every state cooking classes, hut will also enable
exists
now
senin
the
leader
floor
Democratic
A. H. Carter
2. Socorro.
possible tor the community to
Magdalena
Rep.
elevators
new
this
to
three
add'tion
have
to
who
would
otherwise
those
union.
of the
establish a school of two or more
ate.
San Antonio
Z. Socorro
Telesforo Padilla
Rep.
will he built within a few weeks, one
cold
lunch
to
a
at
eat
noon,
get
rooms or departments.
The decision of the contest beA. A. Sedillo
3. Bernalillo
Rep.
Albuquerque
a hot nutritious lunch at minimum at Texico, one at Bovina, and another
tween Barth and Chrisman for a EDUCATORS FAVOR NICHT
In addition to this state wide reDan Padilla
3. Bernalillo
Rep.
Albuquerque
at Muleshoc which are to affiliate
cost.
Journal.
MEXICO
Albuquerque
NEW
IN
SCHOOLS
R. P. Barnes
3. Bernalillo
placed in the senate is said by some
Rep.
Albuquerque
with the Clovis Mill in handl tig the port, Mr. Foght writes that he
to have been left to a court deciSanta Fe
Mr. A. Montoya to furnish a
4. Santa Fe
Rep.
(Roman L. Baca
business of this v'cinity during
grain
of
state
conference
the
of
CHAVES
Concluding
one
sion on a contest started by
Santa Fe
Albert H. Clancy
4. Santa Fe
Rep.
the coming year. Clovis Journal.
county wide study of Bernalillo Counresolua
on
last,
in
same
educators
Friday
the
candidates
the county
Chamita
5. RioArriba
Rep.
Jose G. Lobato
ty. 'I he state wide report will have
night
Moises D. Varga
election, which has been decided in tion was passed advising
to be furnished by mc as State Rt
5. Rio Arriba
Ojo Cal'ente
Rep.
Snnw Hard on Stockmen
m Big Ten Oil Company
ween
a
tnree
tor
schools
effect
the
the
of
nignis
Las
favor
Aranda
Republ'can,
Claudio
6. San Miguel
Rep.
Vegas
in the memorv of the oldest presentative.
Never
has
been
o:l
Another
company
combat
big
to
New Mexico,
La Lindre
6. San Miguel
being in this event to unseat Barth. all parts of Extra
Rep.
Jose L. Ramirez
which is pro- inhabitant of this scct:oti has snow
The State Department of Education
pay for teachers, organized in this city, The
illiteracy.
Rasilio Griego
6. San Miguel
Chapelle
Rep.
new com- covrred the cround for so long a is desirous of furnishing the com
Prohibition
things.
mising
recommendgreat
was
work
Ratify
added
for this
7. Mora
the
now
Wagon Mound Rep.
J. F. Curns
For
the
niittte with thi. vmportant data an !
twenty days
period.
pany has been chartered under
The principal legislation of the ed, as well as a higher salary rate nnie
Chacon
A. Medina
7. Mora
Rep.
of the Roswell Big Ten O I erass has been covered and it has' will appreciate "Vour cooperation in
duties
teachers
for
the
of
ratification
was
the
week
regular
Raton
W. J. Linwood
8. Colfar
Rep.
lavnrlnn frpp text books. Company and is capitalized at en- been necessary for sockmn to re- sending us a quick 1reply. Thank amendment to the national constitu
David Padilla
8. Colfax
Springer
Rep.
sort to heavy feeding.
remain.
The company is composed
ire
price ;ng you in advance,
conference
the
teachers
land
pensions,
United
States
the
tion
dry.
Pina
9. Taos
mak'ng
Rep.
C R. Mascarefias
Most Sincerely,
of local men and practically of bundle torage has donu'eu during
tirely
mesc
to
not
this
decided
urge
on
house
The
niintu,
passed
Rodarte
Thursday
Salomon Ortega
9. Tao
Rep.
JOHN V CONWAY,
fol- -' all the stock will be sold in this the pat two weeks and ureat quanIpfraclatlirtV
-- ' hut
K'
resolution before its organization UJUii inUm n,f,nt
Cuba
tO. Sandoval
Rep.
tities are be'ne shinned west to save
State Representative.
Santiago Gurule
of Governor;i citr.
the
leadership
of
under
was
lowng
Dem.
suspension
B.
Gonzales
C.
completed,
favora
.
the
less
e
in
Union
.
forty-fivClapham
the starving cat'le
Committee on School consolidate
.,
of
tl.
The lease is
.i.. f the rules and by an all but unani- Larrazoio win wor Hmcauj iyi wa- acres in the composed
Dem.
T. J. Roberson
snows
the
will
While
ed
sections.
Consolidation.
tt. Union
of
School
Iowa Park near the
Study
mous vote: It was hastened to the iter pay for teachers at this time.
Duran
Venceslao Rotnero
12. Torrance
Rep.
In addition to filling out the blank-- ,
tt
field in an oil produc-;n- g prove a bless:ng to the wheat growaccount
on
of
which
adjournsenate
Dilla
13. Guadalupt
Rep.
Serafin Otero
tract in Texas. The lease is com- ers and to aen'ritltiiral interests
please send the following data:
ment until a set hour could not take TWENTY HONOR BANNERS
.
14. McK'nley
Edward W. Tamony Gallup
Rep.
it will Fkrwise be a stunning 1. A brief history of the consolidaCOUNTY posed of two Works, one of twenty
FE
SANTA
FOR
Its
until
vote
the
today.
passage
up
Rep.
14. McKfnley
Sharo Hanson
Gallup
blow to the stockmen who had not
acres and the other of twenty-fiv- e
tion, together with maps of the
is assured.
Vf. H. H. Llewellyn
Rep.
15. Dona Ana
Ft Selden
shelter and feed. Clovis
districts containing detailed ir
situated in ren-red
chairman of the fourth acres, both excellently
Owen
L.
Frank
R.
and
the
governor
Las
Reo.
Cruces
by
Artriin
T'idoro
Urged
IS. Dona Ana
as to homes, road',
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HIS DEATH GREAT

ARMISTICE IS

LOSS TO NATION
Theodore Roosevelt's Life Work
Is Warmly Praised by All
His Countrymen.
BRAYE

FIGHTER

FOR

who placed the Advancement of humanity
and the cause of his country above aU
other consideration!.
SENATOR JOHNSON of California
The
American of our generation
has passed away. He had a truer vision,
a hlghur courage, a wiser statesmanship
than any man of our time. I cannot
speak of him In ordinary terms. To me
he had no parallel none approached him
In virility or fone or profound knowledge
of varied subjects.
ENTIRE CIVILIZED WOULD ARB
SKNATOR CHAMUfCRLAIN of Oregon
WATCHING I'EACE CONFERA truer,
never
more loyal American

RIGHT

Public Men and Private Citrzens Unite
In Paying Tribute to the Colonel's
Patriotism and Tremendous
Influence for Good.
The death nf Col. Thcndnio Kouse-vecalled forth a llooil of eulogies
from lii.s rnuiitryi..... who rcconi.t'tl
Km unfitness of soul, his uriiululteruttMl
Ainrlrunlsiii ami tin powerful lull lionet' for ffootl of !iis deeds and words.
Snnii of thee Irilmtes follow:

lt

GENERAL FOCH

EXTRADITION FOR

FIRST ITEM

lived.

SKNATOR KNOX of Pennsylvania-Il- ls
life was so abundant, so open, and so familiar that observations at this time upon
his career as a stateftian would be superfluous If not misplace. He was America's
greatest living human asset.
RKI'RKSKNTATIVK MKOILL M'COR-MICK- He was the greatest American of
our time. We arc his debtors for his tremendous labors in the regeneration of our
public life, for the quickening of our national spirit, for thi reanimation of our
patriotism.
RKI'RKSKNTATIVK JAMKS R. MANN
I think Roosevelt was the most wonderful Individual character in the world. He
was a student of mankind and so prodt- glnuMy active that his Influence was tre- ami Ms loss will he deeply felt
here and In other countries.
RKI'RKSKNTATIVK
KKSS.
chairman
of the Repu hi lean congressional
tee- Mis death ut this moment is a na
tional calamity.
Never were his talents
mo much need ;d a
now.
K"RM Kit SRKAKKR CANNON Colonel Uoosevelt'a place in history will bo
as one of the great presidents of the
He kept in closer touch with the
than any other
legislative department
president I hava known.
RKI'RKSKNTATIVK OILLKTT of Mas
sachusetts Colonel RooKftvelt was the
most remarkable man America has produced since the Civil war. Mis general
knowledge was unbounded, his personal
magnetism extraordinary.1
RKJ'R KSKNTATI VB SHALLKNRER-GKof Nebraska It is inexpressibly sorrowful that he should be taken away at
this crisis In the affairs of government
and mankind.
RIll'RKKKNTATIVK MTKRLKY, chairman of the house appropriations committee Mr. Roosevelt was one of the really
great men of his a?c and above all else
was wholly an American.
The
KVANS HCOHKS
MIARLKS
death of Colonel Ru isevelt is an irreparable loss (o the nation. His virility and
lie
eour.itfe weiv a constant inspiration,
pet 'Nullified the Americanism of which he
was the most doughty champion. He demanded the recognition and performance
nf our n tlonal nblU'a t bn in the war.
Hack iof all that was done in the war
less insiswas tjifi press tire of his
to his patriotic call
In rpsponu
tence
lav the safetv of civilization am! in this
hour of rnmpl.'te victory the whole world
is his debtor.
SAMt'KL GOMPKTIS. president of the
A tip i
Keiiei atinii nf ,a bor-- I regard
the death of Cohiiel Roosev It a verv
creai loss. He rendered service of Incalculable benefit to ti e world. I knew him
for thirty-fivunrs in all his public activities. I worked wit h him and every
one, even t hose who differed wit li him.
conceded his sincfri'v of purpose, his hiiih
ivotives and his anxiety to serve the peo-
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ENCE NOW IN ASSEMBLY.

FULL SESSION

--

'

BERLIN

AFTER

SHORT LULL.

DELAYS DISAPPOINTING

PADEREWSKI WOUNDED

MANY POINTS YET TO BE SETTLED

BOLSHEVIK

BEFORE
THE FINAL
SETTING.

Western Kuwtipaper

ENTERS

HOTEL

ROOM AND FIRES SHOT AT

POLE LEADER.

t'nton New. Bervtce.

Paris, Jan. 14. An official commu
nication, issued after the adjourn
ment of the supreme war council yesterday, says: "The meeting reached
an agreement as to the terms on
which the armistice is to be renewed
on January 17. This includes naval
clauses, financial clauses, conditions
of supply and provision for the restitution of material and machinery
stolen from France and Belgium by
the Germans. The meeting also continued its discussion of procedure. It
was agreed to hold the next meeting;
of the supreme war council on
Wednesday at 10:30 and that the first
full session of the peace conference
will take place on Saturday, January
18, at the foreign office."
The proceedings yesterday were divided into two distinct stages.
The
first, the morning meeting, was pre
sided over by Marshal Foch, at which
the military, naval and economic authorities reached an agreement on
new terms for the armistice expiring
on January 17. The United States
was represented by Major General
Bliss, Admiral Benson and Herbert
C. Hoover; Great Britain by General
Sir Henry Wilson; France by Marshal
Foch, General Wcygand, his chief of
staff, M. Klotz, minister of finance,
and M. Leygues, minister of marine.
and Italy by General Robilant.
The accord reached is said to have
been complete, embracing financial
terms, whereby Germany must restore
the sums taken from the cities and
towns in the devastated regions: mill
tiry, whereby Germany must restore
the guns taken and promptly deliver
up rolling stock and locomotives, and
economic, whereby food relief will
reach the famished regions.

1,300

FIGHTING HAS BEEN RESUMED-I-

POWERS.

JAN. 18

SPARTACANS
LOSES

WILL BE INCORPORATED IN PEACE
CONFERENCE BY WORLD

2T7"1

OUTLOOK VERY PROMISING FOB
4 RAPID HANDLING OF ALL
QUESTIONS.
We.tern

GEN. JOHN J. PERSHING

News Service.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Paris, Jan. 11. it wus learned today
Recent portrait of Gen. Jphn J. Per.
that the extradition of the former
London, Jan. 13, Fighting has been
kaiser and the former crown prince will thing, commander of tha American resumed in Berlin, according to adIn
forces
vices
France.
received here tonight from Cobe the subject of a general conference
penhagen. The Spartacans are said
and demands on that score will be into be still holding a portion of the
HKt'KKTAKY OK ST ATM LANSING
corporated in the final terms. Proceedt li nf Col.
Thf
Ituojutvell r ni'ive
The Spartacan
Tageblatt building.
REDS TAKEN losses
ings against the former (jeriiian emperor
from itiir nn muni li IV a Kfat AmiTl-rasince the outbreak of the revoare advised in a sjiecial report by a subis vIkot of in nd and cense leas
lution are about 1,300 persons killed.
energy made hi in ;t conspicuous figure
committee of the commission charged
The plant of the Vorwaerts was reIn iubltf nrY;tir.
Friends and vnfmiry
with inquiring into violations of the THE BOLSHEVIK ARMY OF TEN captured by government troops this
alike ra'om)i. d the force of hm
laws of war appoiuted two months ago.
Three
REGIMENTS CAPTIVES.
and the great Influence he had
morning in heavy lighting.
hundred Spartacans are reported to
in TiioidlriK public thought and purpose.
Plans for a tribunal which will try cases
1h
li
to
have
been
His put riotiwm and devotion
taken prisoner. The Vorin which violations are alleged already
will Innp b remembcrftd by
country
The
Government Is Gain waerts building was attacked from adhave been submitted.
Win
his
while
all
fttlow cttlbens,
joining streets and house tops. The
ing Much New Support From
will bo an lnHplra-tioHturdy Ami
Effective Work,
attacking forces used light artillery,
London. Messages from Paris indicate
to fut urf Ken era Hons.
mine throwers and gas bombs in an
OK STATIC
ACTlN'd SKCitfeiTAKY
Premiers t'leinencoau and Lloyd
that
all
night bombardment. The SpartaI'OhK-- llc
was one of the
FRANK
have scored a great success on Western Newspaper Union News Service.
George
cans, who were barricaded in the
most ftrikniK llKiircs In the history of
of the seas
of
freedom
the
the
question
thin ('mint ry. and, in fact, of his time.
building,
replied with heavy rifle and
gov
Washington. The
MARINES OUT and that
It is impossible to
very little ia likely to be said ernment at Omsk has succeeded in machine gun fire. Panic reigned thru-otoday what
he did to arouse th
the neighboring district during
on this subject when the actual peace
political
winning to its support all the factions the bombardment.
nf th American people.
conference assembles.
The Spanish-Mo- r
of the Social Democratic party "Edin- of
NKWTi )N !. BAK 10 ft.
NEW YORK PORT PRACTICALLY occan
Paderewski Wounded.
question also has been settled to
relation to thft riavy and to
ot Russia. Chief among
PARALYZED AS RESULT.
the satisfaction of England and France. ganizations
tht- ;trrny arc. of rnurse, a part of the
London, Jan. 12. Ignace Jan Padthe
are
the
Plekhanoff
factions
group
durami
the Polish leader, has been
history of those two services.
o fthe Social Democratic party "Edin-stvo,- " erewski,
ing his terms aa prenldent he hmtiKhl
Paris. Conversations which will lay
slightly wounded by an assassin, who
his powerful
Food Supplies Will Re Exhausted
of the So- entered the room of his hotel at Warand
Omsk
the
lily and .tieiy t to
group
the foundation of the actual peace con
hi a r u p"ti
'iioijiic probleins of he
Within a Short Time, Now
cialist Revolutionary party. Loyal Rus- saw and fired one shot at him. Sevst mono lit. I ilo not know of
gress are about to start.
Suggestions
Reported.
au- eral Bolsheviki implicated in the plot
so
which conihines
many
liuve been made that the French and sian troops operating under the
liny ejirei-u eiisi vel y pursued
di vi rsi lii
ii nd
thority of the Omsk government have to kill him have been arrested. Mr.
American
while
ahead
go
delegates
f roii
vitn-teiui;i n, ex pi on r. na tu
defeated a large Bolshevik army, cap- Paderewski has been in Warsaw for
tVeatern Newspaper Union News Service.
ra list si hiii ;i ii, snhlier. exe'-- t ve and
awaiting the arrival of the British pleni
several days conferring with political
New York, Jan. 10 The port of potentiaries. President Wilson, how turing 31,000 prisoners and large leaders in an attempt to form a govIll r;irii nf
t'ehitiollS
pllhllCiNt.
war
material.
of
he whs eonspiciiuiis and left his niniii.
New York Is practically paralyzed as ever, vetoed that plan, holding that, in quantities
ernment representing all parties. In
A N KI.S,
JOS K I'll IS
The information said the third Bol Danzig on
Secretary of
his way to Warsaw the
the result of the strike ot approxi- asmuch as there already has been st
new .:iths
the Navy II" has hiaz-had
ten
shevik
of
Germans attempted to prevent him
regiments
army
The long a delay, it would he best to wc.it
and
to
ffliwt-mately 15,000 marine workers.
lv rnnv.-been
shattered
the
from
that
and
loyal
going to Poscn. After he' arno n
ii u
tlons that other
city and Its environs is confronted by a little longer to obtain the participation
had udvanced beyond Kama rived at Posen and while he was asleep
urn: na i. t'nivi-- ul. couraK'' uis.
troops
of
JJntibli.
the
a
situation
which
believed
is
by many
in a hotel a crowd of Germans fired
he was the monitor of millions nf his
The first few conferences between the and Noet and were pursuing the en
to ha the most precarious In its hisfeii.iw I'oti n t ry nieii. who will miss his
toward Glassov. Booty captured on a parade of children who were
eray
French
and
British
Americans,
probably
himin
tory.
inspirintr leadership. IJelirvint?
marching in honor of Paderewski.
included armored trains as well as Two
self and the c.i ubp he espoused, he
of tho children were killed and
Except for a small fleet of ferry- will develop just how much progress
of war materials and several bullets struck the window of
threw himself Into every conflict with
large
quantities
be
Wil
President
may
expected
befyre
boats, tugs and lighters engaged in
everv power of mind anil
reserve
son goes home next month. Some diplo
supplies.
the room occupied by Mr. Paderewski.
debarkation of
a ry of
troops
Kit A K 1.1 N K LA N
ple.
here arc
WILLIAM J K N N N C, S P R VAN The
the Interior t'ol one Jlmisevelt was a
and loading of perishable supplies for mats among tlie Americans
Saton
Amsterdam. Polish troops
NATION HEADS MEET.
t
In
rare rpiM lilies which won for Colonel
(Treat man. a very ureal
the American expeditionary forces, agreed that the most Mr. W ilson can
his soul, cnat in his personality, rent
Roosevelt a multitude of devoted followgained control of most of the
harbor shipping Is at u standstill fol hope to report at home probably will be urday
In his conception of America's jilac
in ers naturally arrayed against him a host
railFirst
Preliminary of Great Peace
a general undertaking of the widest sort town of Benlschon, an Important
the world. lie will sit n t one of the of oponents, but his death puts an end to
lowing the strikers' attempt to force
Meeting.
Germans retired
The
way
'junction.
of
set
a
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must
upon
principles
will
he
be
mourned
hiKh tahles.
and
by
controversy
arbitration of their demands for highJan. .12. The supreme counleft to be applied by the peace congress. to the railroad station, where they cil Paris,
OAKTKR fir, ASS. Secretary of the foe as well as by friend. He was a great
eight-hou- r
of
the
er
an
and
'peace
congress, consisting
wages
day.
atwere bombarded by the Poles, who
Treasury--Colel Roosevelt
was ail American and made a profound impresPresident Wilson and the premiers
Not only privately-owneof his generation. His
craft, but
to capture the station, but of
extraordinary figure and leaves a leg- sion in the thought
tempted
First
Break
to
Lines.
of the four
and
ministers
foreign
Under Martial Law.
the boats of the railroad administraacy of patriotic endeavor and useful picturesque career will form a fascinating
London. American troops were the were repulsed.
powers, Great Britain, France,
great
achievement of which those who most chapter in our nation's history.
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were
in
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1,200
tied
was
It
decided
tion,
number,
up,
by
Roosethe United States and Italy, met at
CHIEF .TCSTIOK WHITK-M- r.
respected ami honored him will always
me
ana tne cabinet to de. and the sailing or berthing ot ocean fit st to break the Hlndenburg line,
3 o'clock this afternoon at the French
he proud.
velt's death brings to me a sense of deep clare president
according to the report of Field Marin
martial
law
Buenos
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of
as
well
he
as
was
the
loss.
While,
of
sorrow,
steamships,
office for the first formal exferrying
OIK ICC TO
personal
f K N Ft A L M' A I )QO
shal Sir
Halg on the opera- BERLIN STILL IN TERROR foreign of
president his kiidly consideration never 1 en thousand reserves have been sum
Colonel Roosevelt's prodigious aeti
between Manhattan and tions fromDouglas
views and to make arrangepassengers
change
of
to
the
end
last
tho
afmoned
to
the
were
colors
and the military
failed and many opportunities
made him one nf the most conspicits neighboring boroughs and suburbs, close of hostilities on April 29. "North
ments for the procedure of the conof
me
the
hiwliness
for
forded
cadets
have
been
recalled
from
observing
uous (Inures in publil life. We are too
Sept.
their was impossible.
ference tomorrow, at which the full
all of vacations. The total number of prisof Bellenglise the Thirtieth American SPARTACAN POLICE CHIEF IS
near the event to place a just estimate his innate ideals and Ids courage, distindelegations will be present. Today's
BLAMED WITH TROUBLE.
Unless railroads can bring food Into
which combined to make him the
on his life und career, hut he will
oners
taken
is
the
havby
M.
E.
Gen.
police
reported
Maj.
division,
Lewis,
meeting was chiefly interesting in its
guished, not to say phenomenal, man he to be about 2,000.
he distinguished for one pxeat
New York by roundabout routes, the
of
Interrogation
broken
the
defenses
through
the bringing toing
deep
achievement
the construction of the was.
London. The elimination of Eichhorn, personal aspects
Russian prisoners reveals that nearly hunger point may be reached within of
the Hindenburg line, stormed
ASSOC! AT K JCSTIor: WILLIAM R.
for the first time in contact
Panama canal.
gether
an
mem
whose
the
were
of
refusal
lives
oi
hours, and the
.Spartacan police chief,
iugitives irom Kus.
of the world's beBt known statesmen,
and seized Nouroy. On their
KO RMKK
T A FT T h e ,DAY Every one appreciates that we hnve
I'RKSIDKNT
sia on account of revolutionary ac thousands imperiled as the result of
to resign led to the present trouble in who now are the
one of the preatest Americans, one
left the Twenty-seventguiding figures of the
American dicountry can ill afford in this critical lost
tivities
a
at
The
there.
the
include
first
of
the
world,
of
A
be
prisoners
cpizrnf
the
fact.
an
marine workers' Btrlke, which
Berlin, may
accomplished
period of hist ory to lost one who hns. time when we can ill afford to lose him. 200
Catalonians, who fled after the tied up virtually all traffic In the har- vision, Maj. Gen. O'Ryan, met with Zurich report received here says that he congress.
done and could In the next decade
WOOO-T- he
MA J, OKN. LKONARI)
very heavy enfilading machine gun has fled from
Barcelona uprising which terminated
have done so much for it and human-- i
bor.
Berlin, while a report from
Fighting in Buenos Aires.
death of my friend. Theodore Roosevelt,
t y.
We have nvt a (treat patriotic
but pressed on with great galwith the execution of Prof. Francisco
fire,
disorH.
A.
Buenos Aires The commanders of
Frankfort says that llerr Richler, a muloss and
Smith, regional railroad
American, a wreat world figure, the brings to me great personal
1909.
as
as
a
rcrrer
where
in
far
bitter
lantry
Jouy,
councillor and a majority So the government troops officially report
most comma nditiR- personality In our row, but keen and deep as these are, they
rector, asked for "a
took place for possession of nicipal has been
but the sorrow and loss of an Indipublic life since Lincoln. I mourn his are
cialist,
and stated if this waa struggle
armistice,"
appointed temporary 250 dead and 700 wounded as a result
"Bone-Dry- "
Is
Reed
The
national
loss
the
vidual.
on
The
Valid.
whole
the
Irreparable,
village.
fighting
Kofnir as a personal loss.
head of the Berlin polios. Other reports of the strike riots in this city. Altho
could be settled
the
strike
time
his
his
when
comes
granted,
a
at
for
death
frcnt
of
the
Second
American
S K.N ATI lt LKNCOOT of Wisconsin
the iron workers' strike is settled and
corps
Washington. Statutes of "dry" "across the table." At a conference
to this nation can ill be spared.
I regard Colonel Roosevelt's dtath as a services
was severe, and in Bellincourt, Nou- from Berlin say that the government the general strike which had been deNever was America more in need of his states permitting persons to import
very prcnt calamity for the nation. frankness and courage, his honest critior personally bring in limited amounts with Mr. Smith, however, the men roy, Gillemont farm and a number of has been able to operate a few trains on clared by the Regional Federation was
His usefulness is familiar to nil. hut I
of intoxicants for their own use were told him the proposal could not be other points, amid the intricate de the main railroad lines.
called there is only a slight decrease
cism, and fareeng wisdom than at presbelieve that his greatest usefulness . ent.
At a critical moment in the fighting in the acts of anarchy. The federaconsidered until the general strike fenses of the
in effect nullified by the
and
honest
fear
Unselfish
loyalty,
strong
ntitrht have hern In the future.
line,
Hlndenburg
the "Reed
less criticism always characterized
"
amendment enacted committee held a meeting. It was bodies of the enemy held out with Thursday, according to Berlin advices by tion, which is known as an anarchist
SENATOR.
LKWIS of Illinois The life and work of Theodore Roosevelt and
way of rrankfort, the corps of repub organization, issued a statement dis
death of Colonel Roosevelt is the loss he lived and worked always for his coun- by Congress, the Supreme Court held stated at Mr. Smith's office that to great obstinacy for many hours."
in
an
lican guards which had been supporting claiming any connection with the lawM a preat man. of a preat force, and try's best Interest. While we shall not today
opinion reversing the Fedavert possible famine, livestock, food
the loss of n ureal benefit to America.
J.Klilioni, the Spartacan police chief, de lessness, which it was asserted was
have the living voice and presence, we eral Court for the southern district stuffs anil milk were being given
Cancels Fuel Saving Orders.
due to foreign agitators. Shooting in
Whatever di (Terences men may have shall always
Justice McRey-nold- s, preference over all other freight com
hnve the example of his of West Virginia.
serted him. Fourteen companies, numAll
orders
and
Washington.
regula
li
nes life.
with Colonel Roosevelt on party
in a dissenting opinion in which
various parts of the city and cavalry
3,000 men, placed themselves at
into
the
The
situation
bering
milk
as
to
tions
fuel
ing
city.
or politicnl principles, alt must certify
conservation,
except
nf
France
armed groups of
PRESIDENT POINCARE
Justice Clarke concurred, held that
the disposal of the government, whose patrols clashed withmost
was
as
worse
"even
described
than
that his fltrht for cleanliness and integ- Friend of Mberty, friend of France. Roose- the Reed amendment
one
withto
are
natural
inserious fightthe
gas,
men.
relating
was
not
an
Probably
to
did
in
much
rid
life
the velt hns given, without counting sons and
public
rity
that of solid food, as thero were drawn by the fuel administration. Reg- troops then were pouring into the city ing took place at the penitentiary, the
nation of corruption in public affa rs. daughters, his energy that liberty may terstate commerce regulatory measto
tho number of between 70,000 and city water works and at several po
thousands of babies and invalids who ulations as to zones and prices and
All must admit that his lahors to force live. We are grateful to him. We wish ure, but a direct meddling with state
some others remain In effect, but in 80,000, each carrying fifty rounds of ball lice stations.
corporate monopoly to yield to private to express to Mrs. Roosevelt our most affairs, and as such purely beyond the must be supplied.
The occupation of the of
welfare and personal rights started sincere condolence.
power of the federal government.
accordance with the announced policy cartridges.
Killed in Train Wreck.
Twenty-on- e
this country upon the rnur.se of justice.
J. J. JCSSERAND. French ambassador
Harbor Strike Unsettled.
of the administration, the question of fices of the Red Flag by the government
SKNATOR HAROLVC. of Ohio
He to the Cnited States -- The unexpected
is a greater
perblow to. the Spartacans
Batavia, N. Y. Twenty-on- e
now
once
fuel
is
more
a
New York. Xo hope of an early set
matter than
was one of the foremost citizens nf the death of one wno has upheld all his life
saving
sons were killed and three were
$100,000,000 For Relief.
on
the
surface.
appeared
virile
a
in
of
most
manhood,
straightworld,
of the strike which has para- for Individual determination.
colliously-injured
extraordinary era. the principles
in a rear-en- d
of tlement
Washington.
Appropriation
and he was the most vigorous and forward honesty and fearlessness will be
sion on the New York Central raillyzed t he port of New York for two days
on Income for 1920.
of his time. mourned all ov?r the world, nowhere more ?100,000,000 for famine relief in Eucourageous American
Die
Agree
Three
miles
Mysteriously.
six
east
road at South Bryan,
is apparent yet. Leaders of the 16,000
There Is no direct legatee to his vast sincerely than In France, whose cause he
Washington. The conferees of the of Batavia. Both trains were westWheatland, Wyo. The mysterious
workers on tugs, lighters and ferry boats
imheld In her worst crisis In a way that rope outside of Germany, was appolitical estate.
Senate and the House on the reve- bound, running behind schedule. Train
SKNATOR KKNYON of Iowa
proved by the House, which passed declared emphatically that they were death of three members of the Hazel-qui- nue bill
His shall never be forgotten.
HENRY WHITE, one of the American
agreed to the Senate amend- No. 11, known as the Southwestern
virile American ut terances were helpfamily, ranchers near Wheatfor a finish fight. Their em
measure
the
administration
after
its
prepared
I
of
Mr.
heard
have
commissioners
ments on the normal income tax
ran into the rear of train No.
ing to bring order out of diplomatic peace
enactment had been urged anew by ployers, members of the New York Boat land, all of whom died within a few the individual income surtaxes rata, Limited,
In my judgment he was the Roosevelt's death with deep sorrow bechaos.
and 17, the Wolverine, while the latter
cause of the loss to the nation of a great President Wilson' as the only effective Owners' Association, were equally em- hours of each other after sudden at
was
a
greatest American wince Abraham Linstandstill preparatory to takat
the exemption of state, county and
in their assertion that they never tacks of paralysis, Is baffling physi
coln.
public servant and to myself of a lifelong means of
ing on a second engine for the run
bonds
combating the westward phatic
from
nortaxation.
The
friend.
city
SKNATOR NKAV of Indiana Intelhere
cians
and
led
them
to
has
send
would yield to the demand for an eight-hou- r
up the steep grade between South
America Is spread of Bolshevism.
HERBERT C. HOOVER
The bill now
lectually lie was In the first rank
the bodies to Denver for chemical an- mal income tax rate for the ensuing Byron and Batavia.
for the loss of a great citizen, the
day.
among those who have figured in our poorer
under
will
the
to
12
the
be
where
year
its
agreement
Senate,
goes
man.
His
a
early
world for the loss nf
great
alysis of the stomachs.
public life, and for versatility and apper cent of the net income in excess
virility and Americanism has been one of passage is planned, owing to the exSays $14,000,00 Wasted.
Navy of 225,000 Men.
plication he was without an equal. He our
of the personal exemption of $1,000
national treasures
Cecil Next British Envoy.
was a true patriot, a thorough AmeriExpenditures by the
Washington
emergency.
A temporary naval
isting
world
The
Washington.
M
IRH'SE
entire
E.
COL.
can at all linns and in all respects.
Paris. The earl of Reading will not for a single man and $2,000 for a mar- war department of $14,000,000 for the
force of 2.25.0110 enlisted men for the year
will shnre the crb'f which will be felt
SKNATOR MARTIN of Virginia H
return to Washington as British high ried and $200 for each dependent construction of a dam at Muscle
In the Cnited States over the death of
met all the responsibilities of citizenship
beginning next July has been decided on
He was the one
Spartacans Executed.
commissioner and specinl ambassador child; upon the first $4,000 of such Shoals, Ala., to furnish water power
Theodore Roosevelt.
A charIn the most courageous manner.
House
the
naval
in
be
subcommittee
by
for a eovernment nitrate slant was
London. Members of the Sparta-ca- n
virile ard courageous lender of his genacteristic of nls l:fe was his unqualified
the work of framing the naval to the United States, according to a income,.
characterized as a "criminal waste of
courane. He never had a conviction in eration and will live In history as one of
in Germany have been ginning
factions
London
is
said
It
Lord
that
dispatch.
our crentest presidents.
the public's money" by Representaappropriation bill. This force is 25,000
his life that he V ! not have the courage
Burleson Wins Cable Suit.
and executed.
of Illinois
O OVER NOR
tive Longworth of Ohio in the house.
was a man of unlimited
less than was recommended by Secretary Robert Cecil, former assistant secre
to follow It.
ew
canThe
York.
a
It
suffered
loss
suit
has
The
nation
injunction
unof
s
state
for
He served notice that later he would
resources, and of
tary
foreign affairs, will
courage, nf r.nith
Berlin. The Silesian railway sta- Daniels.
Commercial
the
not well afford at this time. Theodore
Cable
Com
brought
by
bounded patriotism.
an investigation.
demand
succeed
him.
Roosevelt has been n dominant force In tion, which was the last important
Commercial
and
the
SKNATOR LOIWJK of Massachusetts-HPacific
Cable
pany
To
American life for thirty years. DurLists.
Complete
Casualty
was a great patriot, a great AmerlWants to Retain Seat
Spartacan stronghold in greater BerCompany to restrain Postmaster General
Fifth Loan in April.
can. a great npan. He was devoted ing all his life he has sought and
Washington. Complete lists of cas
The Fifth Liberty Loan will probaVictor L. Burleson from taking over for the gov.
Chicago. Congressman-elec- t
He striven for a better, juster society. His lin, is in possession of the government
throughout his tffe to his country.
ualties
American
was
the
among
Expedition Berger of Milwaukee, one of the five So- eminent their respective cable lines and bly be floated late in April, will be
robust and fearless Americanism
forces.
tried always to be a servant of humanlike a bugle call to hfs countrymen,
ary Forces have been sent to Washing- cialist leaders found guilty of conspiracy Merging them with lines controlled by the last one, will be as large as the
ity
from
whenever danger threatened
of Minnesota-Copenhagen. British troops have ton and one thousand additional clerks under the
SENATOR. KET.TjOOO
fourth loan and will be a short-terespionage act to obstruct the the Western Union Telegraph Company,
was a gret commoner, who In tits within or without. Whether In office occupied Dusseldorff, which has been have been put to work in the
one, probably five years, according to
was
a
of
was
war
leader
he
adjutant
dismissed
Federal
a
Learned
or
life,
government's
masses
tiy
program,
of
the
causes
tVc
plans
Judge
private
heart cherished
Lewis B. Franklin, director of the
in the hands of the Spartacans, ac general's office to get them out as speedfight to obtain a seat in the ' national Hand. Counsel for the companies an war loan division o the treasury
a man of the mor intense patriotism thought and nn Inspirer of action.
nounced that an appeal would be taken- ily as possible.
cording to a report from Berlin.
assembly.
The TnnKte Franenlse of Tunisia
GATHERED FACTS
May Destroy Dardanelles.
Unite in National Party.
General Bell Dead.
states that the forestry service there
elf Government for Catalonia.
Airplane to Cross Atlantic
London. The allies have served
Paris. The Polish national com
has now terminated the cork harvest
London. Sig. Caproni has nearly fin
New York. Maj. Gen. J. Franklin
Madrid. Spain will become a fedon Turkey that, unless the
notice
Amerii-aThe first
Kxpres
in
mittee
received
Paris
follow
the
l
wn
between P.oston and of the Khroumlrie forest.
"Na Turkish commander and the garrison ished the gigantic machine which it is in- Belt, commander of the Department of eration of autonomous states,
ing telegram from Warsaw:
German Ambassador von Bernstorff tional
to recommendations of the parliabloc parties have been formed at Medina surrender immediately, the tended to fly from Italy to America. the East, is dead at the Presbyterian
New York, in IS'Jl. Iiy W. F. Harn-1ereceived his passports February 5, in Poland, comprising all the political forts on the Dardanelles will be deThe machine is a huge triplane with en- hospital in this city. His death was mentary committee named to
Feb1017.
Tnited
and
the
left
States
A
and
British force has been
work stroyed.
A Frenchman Is the Inventor of nn
parties, including peasants
claims of the province of Cataruary 14. The United States declared men, and representing all the political gent into the Caucasus to force the gines of 3,000 horsepower and ample ac due to .heart disease. He was taken lonia for
eleetrie clock thnt run without attenautonomy. The committee
Poin
to
the
divisions
6.
in
the
war
three
three
commodations
of
a
state
for
a
certain
number
hospital
days
for
ob
of
grouping
detwo
Turkish army corps there to
ago
April
tion a long as the hnttery Is in good
that Catalonia should be
reported
of
the
Social
land
with
the
exception
It
but
was
not
The live stock show recently held
realized that
part and thus end the fighting be- passengers, for whom cabins and berths servation,
condition.
Paderewski
and that the
makgiven
is
ists.
Jan
Ignace
his
was
condition
serious, and his same ahould be extended to
Because weight rather than Fixe by the Argentine Rural society was a ing every effort to realize a national tween the Georgians, Armenians and will be available. The Caproni transBasque
The evacuation of 80,000
came
death
makes opgs valuable for hnteliins. a pronounced success. A price of $42,- - council, to include the Polish Social- othrs.
General
unexpectedly.
and
all other eligible provinces. 1 is
Turkish troops in that region is be- atlantic flier is to be named the White Bell was 63 years old. In
California poultryman has invented a IViO, American currency, was paid for ist party, from which Andreas
April, believed certain that parliament will
the champion Shorthorn bull.
ing carried out slowly, with the sol- Eagle, in allusion to a curious prophecy he was named chief of staff of the
srale.
government emanated."
simple
adopt this revolutionary scheme t its
diers burning and pillaging as they go. printed here in 1916.
The Constitution makes the presiarmy.
next meeting.
Two Aviators Killed.
dent commander In ehief of the army
Vital Statistics of Japan.
Ten Killed in Explosion.
and navy, with the secretary of war
Fort Worth, Texas. Two aviators
In Memory of Roosevelt '
According to statistics recently pub1150,000,000 Operating Railroads.
Bought Arms for Mexico.
Pittsburg. Ten persons are dead
nd all army and navy officers subor- lished the population of Japan proper of Carruthers field were killed here
New
York. In order to give permaevidence
Washington. Documentary
Washington, Jan. 1. The govern
and a score of others are suffering
tail
dinate to him.
on December 31. 1917. was 57,998.373, when their plane dropped into
nent expression to "all Colonel Roose- ment's loss in
Sliss Elsie Boyer of Fontana. Pa, distributed among 10.241. 851 dwellings spin and fell 5,000 feet. They are Intended to show thift $380,000 worth from injuries as the result of a specoperating the railroads
Is proud beeanse .he raised a radish or 5.7 per cent habitation. Compared Lieutenant John E. Garbut of Sheri- of munitions shipped in 1915 to agents tacular fire and explosion which velt stood for Uie boys of the nation." ini 1918 Is calculated by railroad adand
Mechanic
R.
L.
dan, Wyo.,
Quinn of Francisco Villa, the Mexican bandit wrecked a film exchange building 16,000 troops of the Boy Scouts of ministration officials at less
that weighed more than three pounds with the census of 1916, a growth In of
than
Pittsburg, Pa.
comprising 440,000 members,
f
Inches population of 799.09G Is seen. This
and was fourt"en and
leader, were paid for by F. A. Sommer- - here. The damage Is estimated at $1,- - America,
were instructed to plant one or more $150,000,000. This represents the dif000,000.
in drcumferenee.
rate of increase exceeds 14 per cent.
ia. now lmernea as an enemy alien,
Will Look After Russian
trees with suitable inscription and cer- ference between the amount the gov
A fruit la the same as a vegetable.
Paris. The interests of the Rus--! WM Presented to the Senate commit-siaAmerican Dead In Russia.
in memory of the former Pres- ernment will be compelled to pay railemony
a
Considered
botanieally; popularly,
Hunting Trouble.
prisoners of war still in Germany thee investigating German propaganda
Total deaths among ident The national council of the or- road companies as rental for the use
Washington.
fruit is a vegetable production that
When a man is looking for trouble to the number of about 1.000.000. win
Val Tiwrev Humes whn ia nn. the American expeditionary forces in ganization announced the Instructions of their properties the
guarmay be eaten without cooking; a veghe doesn't have to go to the dictionary be looked after by Major Carl Taylor
etable Is surb a production which Is to And it He can get it in the tele- of the American Red Cross, who will dacting the Inquiry. The munitions northern Russia to Jan. 4 were given In a telegram of condolence sent to anteed return end the net income
were bought at Alton, 111, according as six officers and 12 men In cable Mrs. Roosevelt at Oyster Bay In behalf which the government will receive
proceed into dermaa.
wnajly coaked before It Is eaten.
phone directory.
to tho evidence.
gram received at the War Department of the organization.
from the railroada.
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BEST PICTURE

NEEDS

FRAME

but Attractive Bungalow, With
Distinctive Outside Appearance. Is
Shown In the Design Reproduced Here.

Small

By WM. A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advlie FKEK OP
COST on all nubjtcu pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
is Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
WINNING CAR ROUNDING DANGEROUS CURVE.
s, without doubt, the highest authority
)n all these subjects. Address all inquiries
hill climb course at Sill to William A. Radford, No. 127 Prairie
Here Is a view of the famous
ivenue, Chicago, III. and only enclose
Bernardino, Cnl. Photo shows the wincing car rounding a curve at 30 miles .hree-cestamp for reply.
an bour and kicking up clouds of dust and gravel.
They sat across the cur from me. I
The course up the mountuin Is eight miles loDg, full of dangerous curvet
and hairpins, with a erode of about 15 per cent. The winning car niude the could hear the conversation quite plainly. Mrs. Cinle wus speaking she lived
run in a trifle over 18 minutes.
ou my street, liulf a dozen blocks uway,
as did ulso her companion, Minnie Borthrough the radiator. Installing tht den. In fact, they lived in the two
irettiest bungalows In all our stretch of
beyond the muffler has the
advnntage that less dirt will street rented bungalows at that,
enter the radiator and that the possi- though you would never believe It;
bility of its becoming overheated froir bungalows built by a queer old gentlebadly timed engine valves Is almost man who hud a hobby for architecture,

neither heavy nor light, bnt Is characteristic bungalow construction.
The placing of the front porch over
to one side leaves the large window
in the front of the living room clear of
obstructions of any kind, which Is a
great advantage, both us regards light
and the view from the window.
The living room, dining room and
kitchen are splendidly well arranged
for convenience and for nppeurance.
The archway between the living and
dining room makes the two rooms almost like one, so that the furnishings
of the different rooms are attractive,
as seen through the opening.
Protection Against Cold.
The vestibule entrance is )iilte a
protection against cold in winter. This
arrangement ulso provides a corner
that is utilized to advantage for a
clothes closet opening off from the
bedroom.
At the rear is a grade entrance with
ensy uccess to the cellar und a few
steps to go up Into the kitchen. The
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HEATER MOUNTED

WTO REGISTER

eliminated.

Manufactured Systems Are Fair
ly Expensive and Installation
Is Complex.
HEAT IS

WASTED

It Is Possible en
tangular Hole

UTILIZED

Most Cart to Cut Recin Floor Boards and

Install Small Register as
Shown In Illustration.

Heaters for automobiles are made In
various ways, most of them utilizing
the heat of the exhaust, since this heat
Is otherwise wasted, and can readily
be piped to some form of radiator.
the apparent simNotwithstanding
plicity of such systems, the manufactured ones are often fairly expensive,
and their installation is none too simple.
Installing Register.
On most cars it Is possible to cut a
rectangular hole In the floor boards
and install a small register, such as is
r
furnaces. A radiator
used with
can be built Into the register, as llhis- hot-ai-

nxBt

conduit

wahnocot.

.

.wmstcr

CCT'OMM. VttW

A Radiator Built of Iron Pipe, Fitted

Into a Floor Register and Heated
by the Exhaust From the Engine,
Overcomes Largely the Discomforts
of Winter Automobile Driving.

trated, writes C. C. Spreen In Popular
Mechanics Magazine. The exhaust
end of the radiator is plugged with a
nipple and pipe cap, a number of small
holes being drilled In the cap to enable
the gas to escape after having done Its
work. At the Intake end of the radiavalve
tor some form of
should be placed. In the one Illustrated a
steel rod Is
bent to form a lever at the upper end,
the lower end projecting through the
pipe and carrying a nut and a spring
to keep the proper tension. The valve
consists of two thin steel disks with
an asbestos disk between them, and Is
fastened with a cotter pin n a slot
ich rod.
sawed in the
The asbestos disk Is slightly larger
than the steel disk. While such a
valve, of course, is not able to withstand any considerable pressure, It
will close the pipe nicely in an Installation such as this one. '
A cotter pin is placed through the
rod. Just above the pipe, to take the
thrust of the spring and hold the valve
In proper position. The bent upper end
of the rod may be sunk Into the floor,
where It will be out of the way but
easily turned by a touch of the driver's heel.
'
Ga From Exhaust Pipe.
The exhaust gas Is taken from the
main exhaust pipe through a flexible
metal conduit, one end of which Is
fastened Into the radiator pipe with a
cotter pin and the other similarly
fastened Into a lateral, or "Y " pipe
fitting. This fitting may be bolted
around the exhaust pipe, one side of
It being cut out so that It can be slipped over the pipe, In case the exhaust
pipe Is so arranged' that the fitting
cannot be readily slipped over Its end.
A hole is made in one side of the exIs to come.
haust pipe where the
The heating efficiency will undoubtedly be higher if the exhaust pipe Is
tapped between the engine and the
muffler; this may, however, Involve
some possibility of a noisy exhaust
three-eighths-- ..

T

8top the Crack.
Rain which leaks between the panes
of a tilted windshield may be checked
either by having the tipper panes cut
long to lap over the first or by fitting
a rubber strip between the two panes
of glass.
Tip.

8elf-SUrt-

be sure
that the spark is retarded, as a back
kick may wreck the mechanism. This
Is not necessary If the car is equipped
with a magneto.
-

When using the

self-start- er

BRAKES

WILL INJURE

TIRES

Uneven Tension Sacrifices Wheels and
Damages Car Make Inspection
Before Starting.
When you bring your automobile to
a sharp halt before the upraised hand
of the policeman at the street Intersection, have you noticed at times how
the rear wheels of the automobile
ahead of you act? Have you noticed
one buzz round while the other locks?
That peculiarity Is the penalty of
faulty brake adjustment. The locked
tire Is called upon to resist the pressure of automobile and pavement
alone, the consequence very often be
ing a badly gouged tread.
Before a man sets out in his automobile he should give a thought to
his brakes. He should see that both
brakes grasp with equal effectiveness
and that the brake linings are clean
and dry.
If one brake Is looser than the
other, not taking hold simultaneously,
not only Is the locked tire damaged,
a great piece gouged out of the tread,
but the safety of the motorist himself
Is Jeopardized. ' Properly odjusted
brakes give him perfect control over
his motor and respond to his touch.
You can see tires with a section
the size of a man's hand gouged out
of the tread when uneven brake tension caused one wheel to lock and
slide while the other rolled. Let the
wheels keep turning, but under the
slacking pressure of the brake, and
your car will be brought to a standstill more quickly, with greater safety
and without detriment to tires.

und claimed it paid to cuter to the
Auyway, they were Ideal little
bungalows, painted brown
with a canary trim, und adorned with
those curefully "tailored"
touches
which only uu
cun
from
the (luring bnse of the
give
sturdy porch posts to the quaint
gargoyles peering down at one
from the gublo ends of the roof.
The two bungalows were not alike,
though they followed the same type,
and hud It been given me to choose
between the two, I should huve shut
my eyes und drawn lots.
But Mrs.
Gule was sujing:
"There Is something Inferior about
my bungalow. I'm sure it isn't built
as well as yours. It doesn't look as
finished.
I'm awfully disappointed
over It I'm almost ready to give It
up."
Walking down the street, I critically observed both bungalows, knowing,
us I did, that in mutter of expense
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Floor Plan.

hand-carve-

cellar way Is closed off by an extra
door, which may be kept closed ond
locked If necessary. The rear projection for the kitchen gives an opportunity to get tin extra window or two.
Also the plan provides for a very
convenient pnntry, which also Is well
lighted by an extra large window. The
outside urrangenient for putting Ice
Into the ice box Is a good one. Altogether the plan is very interesting
ami very complete.
Provision Is made for n good bathroom, u splendid big fireplace in the
living room, Including all the necessary modern Improvements. The Interior woodwork Is designed to use

LATC

MARKET

Our Part in Feeding the Nation

QUOTATIONS
(Special Information

Western Newipaper Union Nnws Service,
DE.WKIl MARKET,

MANY

Service, United States Department of Agriculture.)

COMMON BIRDS! USEFUL TO FARMERS.

tattle.

Fat steers, grassers, choice
to prime
$13. 0014.CO
Fat steers,
grasserg, good 11- 60412.50
to choice
Fat steers, grassers, fair
10. 00 11.
to good
,
75iir
Heifers, urlme
Cows, fat, good to choice.. 8. 6D u
lowi. fair to good
7
.50
Cowg, medium to fair
,00' 6
L'ows, canners
6. oo 'id 7
Hulls
b onto 12
eal calves
ru 12
Feeders,
good to choice... lu. ,51)
10
Keedt-rs- .
,50
iroctd
fair to
Htockers, good to choice... 9. 00 (a 108,
e. (l"!C
btocKers. fair to good
titockers, medium to fair.. 7. 2itf 8
8-

6-

4(1

&

!

lloife.

Good hogs

"i

16.25
41 16.00
13 50& 14.50
8. 0041) 8.75
6 00 W 7.50
10 00 4j 11.00
9 (JO'U 10.00
14 50

and (irnln Market.
Carload l'rlce.)

O. ii. Denver.

Il.

Buying Trices.
upland, per ton . $22.004T 23.00
Nebraska upland, per ton.. 20.004 21.00
l'ralrle hay, Colorado and
20.00921.00
Nebraska, per ton
23.00W24.00
Timothy, per ton
20.00
111.00
Alfalfa, per ton
22. 004.1 23.00
South Park, per ton
Gunnison Valley, per ton.. 21. 004r 22.00
6.00
6.00
Straw, per ton
f.raln.
.
Oats, Nebraska, loo lbs., buying-.- .$2.45
3.10
Corn chop, sack, selling
3.06
Corn, in sack, selling
4.00
White corn meal, per 100 lbs
4.00
Yellow corn meal, per 100 lbs
3.34
(iluten feed, Backed, selling
.
1.76
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling-..Fluur.
lbs,, sacked,
Hungarian Patent,
$5.14
subject to discount
Hungarian. 48 lbs., sacked, subject 2.57
to discount
Hungarian, 24 lbs., sacked, subject
to discount
Colorado,

.

The Little Girl Doesn't Think the Bluebird Could Ever Do Anybody Any

MANY BIRDS ARE

USEFUL OH FARM

URESNKIl POULTRY.
The following prices on dressed poul
are
net
f . u, is. uenver;
try

What It Eats Decides Whether
34
Turkeys, No, Is
25
fi'2S
Turkeys, old turns
Feathered Songster Is Bene41 20
18
Turkeys, choice
20 4i 22
Hens, lb
ficial or Injurious.
24
ili '16
Ducks, young
24
ill 2 8
Geese
12
UJ14
Hoosters
I,lve INiultry.
23 MANY FRIENDS OF FARMERS
Turkeys, 9 lbs. or over
19 5? 23
Hens
22 4j 24
Ducks, young
20 'a 22
Qeese
20 ii 26
Springs 1V& to 2
Department of Agriculture Offers to
30
lbs
Broilers,
Tell Agriculturist Whether InhabIt A II II ITS.
itants of Fields Are Doing
fl.501M.75
Jacks, dozen
1.50 ii '2.25
Cottontails
More Good Than Harm.
r.iiiis.
Whether a bird is beiiellclul or Instrictly fresh, case
count
$16.7517.00
jurious to growing crops depends almost entirely upon what It euts. If
Ilutter.
69
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
It consumes harmful Insects the bird
Creameries, 1st grade, stor- 56
t?67
Is mi ally of the farmer! If It feeds
age
Creameries. 2d grade (cold
largely on growing crops It may be
4? 5 J
52
lb
storage),
Not all birds ore
40 to 41
an enemy.
Packing stock
but the useful kinds far outKrull.
.2.005 3.50 number the Injurious, and so great Is
Apples, Colorado, box.
. 2.2541 2.75
Pears, cooking
their value as insect destroyers lu the
United Slates that to them the United
Vegetables. m.niHi 12.00
Beans, navy, cwt
States department of agriculture gives
7.110
Beans, l'into, cwt
credit of being one of the greatest con.16
Beans, Lima, lb
.25 'it .30
Beans, green, lb
trolling factors in limiting the devel.30
.25
Beans, wax, lb
2.50
opment of insect pests and in prevent2.004(1
Beets, new, cwt
2.0041 2.50
Cabbage, new, Colo
ing many disastrous outbreaks.
1.75 4c 2.01)
Carrots, cwt
Iu the case of species which are
5 ''II
.17
Cauliflower, lb
(10 lit
.90
abundant or which feed to some extent
Celery, homegrown, dnz..
dz.
3.00
2.504(1
Cucumbers, hothouse,
on crops, the question of their aver1.50
Lettuce, head, Colo., doz. 1.25
.BOW
.76
age diet becomes one of supreme imOnions, table, doz
40
.80
.65
OnlonH, cwt
portance and only by stomach exami1.4041) 2.00
Potatoes, new, cwt
nations: can It be satisfactorily solved.
.H0 4l
.35
Kadishes, long, hothouse
.25
.35
Radishes, round, hoth'se.
Field observations have proved to be
.0!l4i' .10
Spinach, lb
Inconclusive. Birds are often accused
1.504J) 1.75
Turnips, cwt
of eating tills or that product of culIllltKS AMI I'l.l.'I'S.
tivation, when an examination of the
Kllnt Illilra.
Ilry
29c
ami up
stomachs shows the accusation to be
Butcher, 16 lbs. 10
2'Jc
lbs
Butcher, under
false.
27c
Fallen, all weights
17c
Bulls and stags
Aid Offered to Farmers.
15c
Culls
The biological survey of the United
Gc
hides.
lb.
less.
aalted
per
Dry
States department of agriculture has
Dry Flint I'rlta.
25c
Wool pelts
conducted in the past few years a sys20c
.Short wool pelts
15c tematic Investigation of the food of
Butcher shearings
10c
No. 2 and murrain shearings
most common about farms
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts.. 15c the species
and gardens and offers to supply infor(ireep 25Sailed Hides. Kte.
No.
15c
lbs. and up,
Cured hides,
to any farmer in doubt as to
Cured hides, 25 lbs. and up. No. 2. .14c mation
whether his birds are an asset or a
Bulls. No.
....11c
.. . .10c liability.
Bulls, No. 2
9c
(Hues, hides and skins
Within certain limits birds eat the
1647 18c
Kip, No. 1
2
16c
No.
kind of food that Is most accessible,
14ft
Kip,
1
2r,4l'2SC
Calf, No.
especially when their natural food Is
24 lb 20c
Calf, No. 2
scarce or wanting. Thus they someHrunded kip and calf. No. 1.
....16c
Branded kiu and calf. No. 2.
times injure the crops of the fanner
tnan
less
Part cured niucs, lc per id,
who has unintentionally
destroyed
cured.
Green hides. 2c per lb. less than their natural food In his Improvement
cured.
of the
Much
of swamp or pasture.
Creen Salted Iloraebldes.
No. 1
$5.00476.00
birds und complained
done
by
damage
No. 2
4.00tf,(.5.00
of by farmers and fruit growers arises
Headless, 50c less.
?2,004j 3.00
Ponies and clue
from this very cause. The
weeds
shrubs and
I1S( EI.I.AMMlLS MARKETS,
have been cleared away, and the birds
York
Cotton Kxcbanae.
Kfw
have no recourse but to attack the culMonth.
open. High. Dow Close
..23.00 23.30 23.00 23. oh tivated grain or fruit which has reOctober
. .2N.1M)
;x ;o 2s.fio
2S.0
their natural food supply.
antiary
..27.25 27.42 27.15 27.20 placed
March ..
..26.20 26.37 20.11 26.17
Destroy Many Insects.
.May . . .
. .25.50
25.06
25.40
25.4K
.lulv . ..
The great majority of land birds
- 25c up.
..31.S5Spot
subsist upon insects during the period
Irtal Ma kete.
of nesting and molting, and also feed
Bar silvei, $1.01',.
their young upon them during the first
Copper, per lb., 23c.
leail. $6.oo.
few weeks. Many species live almost
Spelter, $7.51.
entirely upon insects, taking vegetable
unit.
$17,004?
concentrates,
Tungsten
2.00.
food only when other subsistence fails.
It Is thus evident that In the course i'f
Iluluth Unseed.
a year birds destroy an Incalculable
Duluth. Linseed, $3.U0'u3.62
number of insects, und it is dillii ult to
I.lltertjr llnnd UuotatlonN.
servOpen. Jligh. lw. Close. overestimate the value of their
Hii.00
!!.5l 99.60 ices In restraining the great tide of InLiberty 3',is. ..KH.58
93.HII
3.00 K3.00 93.00
1st 4s
sect life.
HS.Oll
S3.00 93.00
93.0(1
2d 4s
K6.46 96.46
96 41
1st
In winter, in the northern part of
,...6.46
K5.26
24
95.20
95.20
2d
....:'V
the country, insects become scarce or
H6.20 H6.2X
96.20
3d 4V.s
96.20
S5.6K
95.66
95.60
95.66
4th 4'a
Many species of
entirely disappear.
birds, however, remain during the cold
Live Stork Market.
season and are able to inaintaiA life
Hogs Bulk of sales. $17.55
Chicago.
45 17.85;
butchers. $17.654i 17.95; le lit, by enting vegetable food, as the seeds
17.85:
$17.201
usepacking. $17.0041 17.6(i;
throw outs, $16,004( 16.90; piga, $16.2:, 4i of weeds. Here again is another
17.00.
ful function of birds in destroying
Cattle Beef cattle, good, choice nn(T these weed seeds nnd thereby lessenprime. I.(i4i zo.no; common and me
dium, $9.75i 16.40; butcher stock, cows ing the growth of the next year.
and heifers, $8.00(t 14.25; canners and
cutters, 7.004i 8.00; Htockers and feeFarms Way to Success.
der, good, choice and fancy, S10.504f
14.00; Inferior, common and medium,
On fann demonstration work and
veal calves, good and
$x.004i 10.50;
the careful study and practice of the
choice, $17. 00i 17.50.
choice
Sheen Umlifl.
and nrima. best farm methods is what a former
$17. 254 17. 40; medium and g"d, I1.V50
culls.
4(17.25;
$11,75414.25;
ewes, store clerk in Texas bases Ills claim to
choice and prime, $ 10.754J
CO; medium
success. This man, tiring of Indoor
and goou, iv.ia'a lo.tj; culls, fo.Wtp
7.75.
life, got in touch with the state exten- ,
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GIVE TIRES GOOD ATTENTION

41)

Projecting Fender Bolts or Insufficient
one equaled the other. Yet Mrs. Gule
Clearance Will Cause Damage
was right. The house site lived In did
to Casings,
look Inferior. And yet, when I conBe careful that a sharp turn of the sidered the building alone, it did not.
front wheels does not bring the tire In The same careful hand had finished
contact with a spring, fender or bump- both, but the abode of Mrs. Borden
As the wheel turns this projection showed the homey touch of a woman's
er.
will quickly cut through the tread of hand. She hnd taken a beautiful bun
the tire. When the car Is heavily gulow and given It the finishing touch
a beautiful setting, flowers and n
loaded there Is danger that in passing
over rough roads the tires will be velvet strip of lawn. It was like a pic
bumped or gouged by projections on ture set in an appropriate frame.
the fenders.
Picture Without the Frame.
Bent or broken fenders may also be
No wonder Mrs. Gale was disapIn a position wliere they will gouge the
she had the picture, but she
tires. Inspect beneath the fender and pointed;
to supply the frame. All
had
make sure that there are no projec- too forgotten
many women live as In a cage. In
tions which could strike upon the tire. side the house, and forget what the
You may find bolts rubbed smooth on
outside is like till they return from
the tires.
some shopping trip and behold the
to
tires
oversize
is
made
a
If change
where they live as It is. And
be sure that there will be sufficient place
like Mrs. Gule they are disappointclearance between tire and fender lo,
ed.
when the car Is loaded to capacity.
It was still early In June, that day
car
most
This Is, however, provided by
strolled down past the two brown
I
manufacturers.
bungalows the one framed and the
one not. Yet nt Minnie Borden's bunAPPLY WIRE TO TERMINALS galow geraniums and sweet nlyssum
und some bl
Ivy vine were
Correct Way of Performing Operation nlready blooming In a pretty porch box
Is to Keep Turning to Right to
(well made and painted to match the
Avoid Untwisting.
house trim an Item worth remembering), getting ready to tumble downIn applying wire to terminals, the cor- ward in long, loose sprays to meet the
rect way to perform the operation Is uprenchings of pink petunlns from the
to twist the bare end of the wire bed below. In August, with the help
around the terminal in the same direc- of some dusty miller, they accomplishtion that the bands of a clock move. ed their desire. But even In June they
This Is because the screw thread Is bloomed, along with the pink roses In
right handed and the tendency In the borders for no flowers or shrubs
tightening the nut will be to twist the or plants of any kind were allowed to
wire tighter even than It was. If the mar the open stretch of green that ran
wire Is twisted the other way, the nut out like a velvet carpet to meet the
tends to untwist it, making Its hold street, and seemed to set the little bununcertain.
galow back In a very oasis of cool, restful shade. One felt sure that the sea
RIGHT LUBRICANT FOR GEAR breeze must be Just a bit more gratefully cool there than anywhere else
Oil and Not Grease Is Proper During down the long, hot stretch of street
I knew, finishing my stroll down the
Cold Weather Latter Sticks
to the Walls.
street, why Mrs. Gale was disappointed
In her bungalow. She had failed to
During the colder half of the year give It the finishing touch flowers.
gear cases packed with grease will And I knew why Minnie Borden's bunmhu ttiA ffnoni tn run Tirnptlpnllv galow belonged to that type of a home
without lubrication, because the grease which makes a "city beautiful." For,
sticks to tne wans oi me nousing uuu no mutter how careful the workmen,
llttlo If nv. eefn to the near teeth. yet there Is still something left for
Oil and not grease Is the proper lubri- the occupant to do.
cant for the gear case, at any rate durThis bungalow Itself was a small,
neat and exceptionally attractive deing cold weather.
sign, 29 feet 6 inches by 31 feet in size,
exclusive of the front porch.
When Pedal Scrapes.
The outside appearance Is distincWhen the clutch or brake pedal Is debecause of the manner In which
tive,
pressed there often Is a scraping sound the gables are treated. A projection
heard. This may be caused by the out from the dining room to hold a
pedal arm touching the flywheel or the window and built-iseat is protected
flywheel covering being forced against by an auxllinry roof, projected and
the rotating wheel. Sometimes it it corniced
in the same way as the main
necessary to file the pedal arm to stop gable. The artistic treatment of gaMotor.
noise.
the
bles has always been a study. It
seems to have been managed very nice"or
automobiles
additional
An
step
In this case. The trim of the gabled
that swings under the running board ly
roof over the front porch corresponds
the
from
when not needed is operated
with the other gables. The effect la
driver's seat by lever- n

regular stock patterns of base, moldings, and other trim, which will mutch
the built-ibuffet In the dining room
and the firepluce trim In the living
room. The intention is to carry the
same design through the front purt of
the house. Including the vestibule and
bedroom.
The bathroom Is Intended to be rath
er severely plain and finished In white
ennmfel. The kitchen trim, while less
elaborate than the other part of the
house, Is also very neat and attractive.
n

Counting Their Chicken.
A member of the Italian committee
on finance, now In France, tins come
Into possession of an Austrian bill
printed In anticipation of the enpture
of Venice, which wus regarded as a
sure thing In Vienna.
It purports to be Issued from a
"Venetian
Bank
for
hypothetical
Loans," an Institution which never
existed except In the Imagination of
the enemy, before the disastrous defeat suffered on the I'iuve at the
hands of the Italians.
The date of the bill the most Interesting thing about It Is January,
1918, the time when It was reckoned
the fall of Venice would be brought
about beyond any doubt.
Prussian Military System.
war, 1870-T- l,
During the
the armies of the various German
states, though they were not Prusslnn,
while in the field were commanded by
the Prussian king and his general staff.
After that war there wus no difficulty
In making Prussian control permanent.
One after another the various states
resigned direction of their armies to
the king of Prussia, and for all practical purposes the German army became one. Almost Immediately after
n
war a
the close of the
movement was begun to extend the Imperial army, and the Prussian military
system was Introduced throughout the
empire.
Franco-Germa-

n

Franco-Germa-

Foreign Words Assimilated.
Speaking of the adoption of foreign
words into the English language, the
editor of the Louisville Courier-Journnotes for the benefit of purists
irnt "gradually our language Is simThe chauffeur becomes a
plified.
driver, the aviator becomes an airman,
the hydroaeroplane becomes a seaplane, and nobody's ashamed to use
English in ordering a small cup of
coffee."
Enough Said.
Brother nnd sister were parted for
the first time, he going on a month's
trip with their mother and father and
she to spend the month with their
The leave taking was
grandparents.
rather strained, as neither one of them
quite knew what to say. Finally little
brother walked up and putting his
arms around his sister said: "Mardret,
I'm your brother an you're my sister."
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Corn No. 2, yellow. $154;
1. 494
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Chicago.
No. 2 yellow,
$144 411.46.
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1.51; .No.

yellow.

white, T0V72Uc:
71 i ti 73c.
Rye No. 2. fl.C261.C2U.
Barley f 1.40i 1.07; Timothy $8,009
11.00.
Clover nominal. Pork nominal.
Lard $'I 0. Itiba nominal.
No.
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sion service and started In to farm. All
the money he had was $150, but there
was no lack of energy und ambition in
his makeup und that goes a long way
in farming.
That $t"0,
money, too,
was the lirst payment on 100 acres;
and a very poor horse nnd one cow
comprised the Initial live stock.
Nerve and Integrity, though, answered as security for another horse,
and careful management and good
financial judgment produced results
sufficient to enable this
demonstrator to make the second payment on his place In the fall. Thia
was largely from receipts from butter,
chickens and eggs.
This Is the account of the rest of
the achievements, told by the county
agent :
"The second year he bought a better
team and was enubled to cultivate his
crop in the 'better way,' as he expressed It. The second year he met
his third payment und hud some surplus funds left and was In a position
to go on a cash basis the next year.
The fourth payment on his farm was
met promptly nnd with a larger surplus of money than before. Besides, he
had a number of good cows, hogs and
horses,- and a Hock of chickens and
turkeys. From this year's work he had
sold $1,050 worth of cotton and seed,
marketed $70 worth of feed, besides
having enough on hand for farm use
next year, sold ?40 worth of poultry
und now has over 100 hens on the
farm. He has sufficient hogs for his
meat and will offer for sale about $200
worth besides.
"lie has on the farm $500 worth of
horse stock, has some good milch cows
and has $1,250 on deposit to his credit
In the local bank. He is erecting a little house and says that the farm and
Its happy associations are good enough
for him. The vltul point of this story
of this farmer's operations during the
pust four years is that he has paid
for his farm, is free from debt, and
has placed himself upon a cash basis,
und has accumulated a surplus while
a neighbor on an adjoining form of
040 acres Is barely muklng a living."
hard-earne- d

g

Some Birds Generally Useful
It is in their relation to Insect
and other enemies to crops that
birds nre most directly assocl- ated with the welfare of man. It
Is not possible to give a
rule, applicable to the whole
country, as to whether any
bird is beneficial or injur!-ou- s
to fanners, but in the United
States department of agrlcul-ture'- s
farmers' bulletin CI10,
"Some Common Birds Useful to
s
the Farmer," more than 50
of birds common to farming
The
sections are discussed.
birds treated In the bulletin are:
Bluebird, robin, titmouse, wren,
brown thrasher, catbird, swal-lotownee, sparrow, house
tinch, gnickle, brewer blackbird,
Balllmore oriole. Bullock's ori- mcndowliirk,
ole,
bobolink, crow, blue-Pacific Coast jay, phoebe,
kingbird, nigbtbawk, woodpeck- er. cuckoo and bobwhite.
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Bull Associations.
The first l ull association in the United States was organized in 1008 by
the Michigan Agricultural college. It
rative venture similar to
was a
those which have existed in Europe for
a long time. On July 1, 1017. there
were In this country 30 active associations in 17 states, with a total membership of 1,158, owning 189 pure-breorganizabulls. These
tions enable the owners of small herds
to unite In the purchase of one good
hull, so that each may own a share in
n registered sire of high quality.
Though still in its infancy, the cooperative bull association movement
promises to become eventually a very
great .factor In the Improvement of
dairy cattle In the United States.
co-o- pt

d

To safeguanl yourself when buying
seed oats, buy from reliable seedsmen.

Creamery,

Kggs Hic:her. Ordinary firsts. ".S4'
59c; at mark, cases included. 5S45H.
Poultry Alive lower. Fowls, 25
10c: springs. 25c: turkevs. ?,nc.
Potatoes llicher. Wisconsin. Michigan and Minnesota, bulk. $2.102.20;

UU,

)

$14 76

Wethers

liar

I

17.00

110.0

Sheep.
Lamhs, fat
Lambs, feeders, K'hhI
Lambs, feeders, fair
Kwoa
Kwes, feeders
VearlliiKS

(F.

1(4

The best time to do a good Job Is
now. Tutting 11 off makes It harder.
Bees are nqt kept for pets but for
profit. Treat them so as to get a surplus of honey.

Why place ungraded and unsightly
products on the market and then expect fancy prices?

One reason why so many fanners
Little does the farmer realize the
vast amount of fertility tbat is being do not try to keep records is the
lost through the improper care of farm common notion that it requires an exmanare produced.
pert to keep books.

nally impassable, and the ranges were been with out feed for their stock
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Long Live the King
By MARY ROBERTS RINEHART

Oopjrrlcbt, ISJf,

COUNTESS

bf lb Bldffmy Oompuy

STARTING

LOSCHEK,

AO

ON

WAY

BlgfcU

ACROSS

BORDER, WARNED TO KEEP COMMITTEE'S
PLANS SECRET.
Synopsis. I'rlnro Ferdinand William Otto, heir to the throne of
Livonia, Is unaware of pints of the terrorists to form a republic. His
grandfather, the king, In order to preserve the kingdom, arranges for
the murriuge of 1'rlnccss lledwlg, Otto's cousin, to Kins Karl of
Knrnlu. Hedwig rebels because of an attachment nho has formed for
Countess
Captain Nikky Lurisch, l'rlnee otto's personal attendant.
Loschek, attached to the menage of Archduchess Annunclatu, Is In
love with the king of Karnla, for whom she acts as spy. She Is
threatened by the committee of ten, leaders of the terrorists, unless
she hows to the eoieinlttee's will and helps to secrete the crown prince
when the king, who Is very 111, dies. Nikky is torn between love anil
Without Karl's support the
a sense of duty and loyalty to his king.
king's death would bring the terrorists Into control. Illness of Prince
Ferdinand William Otto's grandfather Is discussed.
CHAPTER XIII

Continued.
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The candle wus at last lighted. It
ihurned fitfully, Illuminating ouly a tiny
iione In the darkness.
"I need a lantern," Hobby observed.
"There's a draft here. It comes from
.the other grating. Some time, when
iyou have time, I'd like to nee what's
I was kind of nervous
hevond it.
lubout going alone."
It was the old passage, then, of
course. Old Adelbert stared as Hobby
Jtook the candle and held It toward u
.second grated door, like the lirst, but
.taller.
A close examination revealed to old
First, that u
lAdelbert two tilings:
passage, apparently In good
'repair, led beyond the grating.
that It had been recently put in
order. No unused passage this, but
For
,oue kept In order und repair.
(what?
That evening Adelbert called to see
Jhls friend, the locksmith In the university place. He possessed, he said,
padlock of which he had lost the
ikey, and which, being fastened to n
chest, he was unable to bring with him.
A large und heavy padlock, perhaps
the size of his palm.
When he left, he carried with him
la bundle of keys, tied in a brown

her dark dress; und a veil, ready to bo
donned at the summons of a message
from Karl, trailed across her knee. In
tin lirelight she looked very young
young and weary.
Karl, who had
come hardened to a scene, found her
appealing, almost pathetic.
She rose ut his entrance and, after
a moment of surprise, smiled fulntly.
Hut she said nothing, nor did Karl,
until be had lifted one of her cold
hands, und brushed it with his lips.
"Weill" he said.
"And uguln,

Olga !"

Bcaa-ro-

Oepyriiht, UtT, bj Iter Roberta Blnehut

d

leave out of this discussion the one
element that I consider Important,
lledwlg herself. If the Princess Hed'
wig were tomorrow to he without
country, I should still hope to marry
her."
She hnd done well up to now, had
kept her courage and ber temper, bud
taken her cue from him and been quiet
and poised. But more than bis words,
his cruel voice, silky with friendship,
drove her to the breaking point.
Bitterly, and with reckless passion,
she Hung ut him I led wig's Infatuation
for young Lurisch, and prophesied his
dishonor us a result of it.
In the end she grew quiet and sat
looking into the fire with eyes full of
She had tried and
stony despair.
failed. There was one way left, only
one, and even that would not bring
him back to her. Let lledwlg escape
and marry Nikky Larlsch still where
was she? Let tho terrorists strike
their blow and steal the crown prince,
Again where was she?
Her emotions were deadened, nil
save one, and that wos her hntred of
lledwlg. The humiliation of that moment was due to her. Somehow, some
day, she would he even with lledwlg,
Kurl left her there at last huddled In
her chair, left full of resentment, the
ashes of his old love cold and gray,
There wus little reminder of the girl
of the mountains In the stony-eyewoman he had left sagged low by the
d

fire.

grim age. The people would tear him
limb from limb.",
"Nevertheless, I should take all precautions," suld the king. "A madman
might not recognize the er religious
nuture of the affair."
The same day the chancellor visited
Prince Ferdinand William Otto, and
found hlin returned from bis drive and
busy over Uedwig's photograph frame.
"It Is almost done," he said. "I
slipped over In one or two places, but
It Is not very noticeable, Is It?"
The chancellor observed It judicially,
and decided that the slipping over was
not noticeable at all.
"Otto," said the chancellor gravely,
"I want to talk to you very seriously
about something I would like you to
do. For your grandfather."
"I'll do unything for him, sir."
"We know that. This is the point
He has been 111 for a long time. Very
III."

The boy watched him with a trou
bled face. "He looks very thin," he
suid. "I get quite worried when I see
him."
"Exactly. You have heard of Etzel?"
Prince Ferdinand William Otto's
religious instruction wns of the best,
He had, indeed, heard of Etzel. He
knew the famous pilgrimages In order,
and could sny them rapidly, beginning,
the year of Our Lord 915 tho Emperor
Otto and Adelheld, his spouse; the
year of Our Lord 1100, Ulrich, Count
of Ituburg; and so on.
When people are HI," he said sage
ly, "they go to Etzel to be cured."
Precisely. But when they cannot go
they send some one else, to pray for
them. And sometimes, If they have
faith enough, the holy miracle huppens
und they ure cured."
The chancellor was deeply religious,
and although he had planned the pilgrimage for political reasons, for the
moment, he lost sight of them. Whnt
If, after all, this clear-eyechild could bring this miracle
of the king's recovery?
It was a
famous shrine, and stranger things had
been brought about by less worthy
agencies.
"I thought" he said, "that If you
would go to Etzel, Otto, and there pray
for your grandfather's recovery, it
it would be a good thing."
The meaning of 6uch a pilgrimage
dawned suddenly on tho boy. His eyes
filled, and because he considered It unmanly to weep, be slid from his chair
and went to the window.
"I'm
he's going to die," be
said, bp a smothered voice.
The chancellor followed him to the
window, and put an arm around his
shoulders. "Even that would not be
so terrlbH, Otto," he said. "Death,
to the orfS, is not terrible.
It Is an
open door through which they go gladly, because because those who have
gone ahead are waiting Just beyond

was shaking from head to foot And
because the religious training of her
early life near the shrine had given
her faith In miracles, sbe prayed for
one. Bather, she made a bargain wltb
God:
If any word came to her from Karl,
any, no matter to what It pertained,
sbe would take It for a sign, and at
tempt flight. If she was captured, she
would kill herself.
But, if no word came from Karl by
the hour of ber departure the next
morning, then she would do the thing
she had set out to do, and let him beware ! The king dead, there would be
no king. Only over the dead bodies
of the Llvoniuns would tbey let him
It
marry Hedwig und the throne.
would bo war.
Curiously, while she wos still on her
knees, her bargain .mude, the plun
came to her by which, when the time
come, the terrorists were to rouse the
Still
people to even greuter fury.
kneeling, she turned it over In her
mind. It wns possible. More, It could
be made plausible, with her aRslstunce,
And at the vision it evoked Mettlieh's
horror and rage, Uedwig's puling
tcurs, her own triumph she took a
deep breath. Itcvcuge with a vengeance, retaliation for old hurts and
fresh Injuries, these were whut she
found on her knees, while the bell in
the valley commenced the mass, and
a small boy, very rapt and very earnest, prayed for his grandfather's life.
Yet tho bargain came very close to
being made the other way that duy,
and by Kurl himself.
On the duy of the pilgrimage Karl
found himself strangely restless and

"I make no plea for blm," said old
Adelbert bitterly. "I wrote to him also,
when I lost my ppsltlon, and received
no reply. We passed through the same
campaigns, as I reminded blm, but be
did nothing."
"As for the crown prince," observed
the concierge, eyeing the old man over
the edge of his tankard, "you know
our plan for blm. He will be cared
for as my own child, until we get him
beyond tbe boundaries. Then be will
be safely delivered to those who know
nothing of bis birth. A private fund
of the republic will support and educate him."
Old Adelbert's hands twitched, "ne
Is but a child," he said, "but already
he knows his rank."
"It will be wise for bim to forget
it." nis tone was ominous. Adelbert
glanced up quickly, but the terrorist
hud seen his error, and masked It wftb
a grin. "Children forget easily," he
said, "and by this secret knowledge of
yours, old comrade, all can be peace
fully done. Until you brought It to
me, we were, I confess, fearful that
force would be necessary. To admit
the rabble to the palace would be
dangerous. Mobs go mad at such mo
ments. But now it may be effected
with all decency and order I"
"And the plan?"
"i may ten you this."
The con
cierge shoved bis plate away and bent
over the table. "We have set the day
as that of the carnival. On thut day
all the people are on the streets. Pro
cessions are forbidden, but the usual
costuming with their corps colors as
pompons Is allowed. Here and there
will be one of us clad In red, a devil,
wearing the colors of his satanlc ma
jesty. Those will be of our forces.
leaders and speech makers. When we
secure the crown prince, he will be
put Into costume until he can be con
cealed. They will seek. If there be
time, the Prince Ferdinand William
Otto, Who will suspect a child, wearing some fantastic garb of the car
nival?"
"But the king?" Inquired old Adel- bert in a shuking voice. "How can
you set a day, when the king may
rally? I thought all hung on the king'
death."

"Once again."
Once out In tho open air, the king
She looked up at him. Yes, he wus of Kurnla drew a long breath.
The
changed. The old Karl would have uffulr was over. It had been unplenstaken her In his arms. This new Kurl nnt. It wus nlways unpleasant to
was urbane, smiling, uneasy.
break with a woman. But it was time.
"There Is nothing wrong, Is there?" lie neither loved her nor needed her,
lie said. "Your note nlurmed me. Not Friendly relutlons between the two
King Karl becomes acquaintthe note, but your coming here."
countries were established, and soon
ed with the troubled state of
"I was anxious. And there were very soon, would be ratified by bis
the country In the next
things I felt you should know."
marriage.
"What things?"
It was not of Olga Loschek, but of
"The truth about the king's condi- Hedwig thut he thought, as his car
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
tion, for one. He is dying. The bulle- climbed swiftly to the lodge.
tins Ife. lie is no better."
"So!" said Kurl uneasily. "But the
COUNTRY'S DEBT TO CRIMINAL
CHAPTER XIV.
chancellor ussured me " He stopped.
It was not yet time to speuk of the
Notorious French Swindler ResponsiThe Crown Prince's Pilgrimage,
chancellor's visit.
ble for Development of Most FaThe day when Olga Loschek should
"The chancellor! He lies, of course. have returned to the city found her
mous Fighting Airplane.
How bad things are you may Judge too ill to travel. No
feigned sickness
when I tell you that a hidden passage this, but real
The most successful fighting airenough, a mutter of fever
from the palace has been opened and and
ipoper.
plane In the world today Is without
burning eyes, and of niutterings
chest.
to
his
not
hack
But he did
cleared, ready for Instant flight."
In troubled sleep.
question the Spud. It was, of course,
It was Karl's turn to be startled.
.He went Instead to the thicket around
the mount of the late Captain Guyne-me- r,
Minna wns nlurmed. She was fond
Me
termed
the old gate, which was still
rose, and stood staring down ut her. of her mistress. In spite of her ocwho. It will he remembered, acthc "Gate of the Moon," and there, "Are you certain of that?"
counted for 53 machines before being
cusionnl cruelties, and lately the
rmed with a lantern, pursued his
"Certain!" She laughed bitterly. countess had been strangely gentle.
"Death, to the Old, Is Not Terrible." shot down Inst September Just behind
the German front line. The most produring u portion of the "The terrorists revolutionists, they Shu required little attention, wished
uneasy. Olga Loschek haunted him, ficient pilots In tho Lafayette
call themselves are everywhere. They to be alone, and lay In her great bed,
e
'night.
her
fuce
when
he had told her nhout
When he hud finished, old Adelbert, know
see everything. looking out steudlly ut the bleuk moun
also use this machine.
everything,
the letter, her sagging figure when be
veteran of many wars,
The history of the Spad Is curious.
patriot Mettlieh's agents are disappearing one tain tops, to which spring never
had left her.
innd newly turned traitor, held in his by one. No one knows where, but all climbed.
It owes Its origin to Armund Deper-dusslSomething like remorse stirred on
a former silk Merchant of LyStudent meetings are proShe eats nothing," Minna said
shaking hands the fate of the king- suspect.
him.
She hnd tuken greut risks for ons, who amassed a lurge fortune by
hibited.
dom.
The yearly procession of despairingly to the caretaker.
"And
'
him. Of all the women he had known. a series of
veterans Is forbidden, for they trust her eyes frighten me. They are alIn
swindling operations.
she had most truly and unselfishly 1910 he proceeded to sink most of his
The ways open, even In the night, but they
The Countess Loschek was on her none, even their old soldiers.
loved him.
gains Into aviation, establishing a huge
way across the bonier. The arrange- council meets duy after duy In secret seem to see nothing."
If
Very nearly did he swing the scale flying field and factory near Reims
On the duy when she should have
ments were not of her making. Her session."
and
wait
"Are
mother
father
my
In which Olga Loschek had hung her and
"But the army "
engaging a brilliant young en
returned, the countess roused herself ing?"
plan, which had been to go nfoot
bargain with God so nearly that In gineer named Becherenu. The result
across the mountain to the town of
"They do not trust the army."
enough to send for Black Humbert,
Otto."
"Yes,
the Intervals of afllxing his sprawling was that the Deperdussln monoplanes
Karl's faco was grave. Something fretting In the kitchen below. He had
and there to hire a motor,
"And my grand
He considered.
signature to various documents, he acquired an International fame, win
Bad been ultered by the urrlvul at the of the trouble in Livonia be had believed thut she was malingering un- mother?"
drew a sheet of note paper toward him. ning the Gordon Bennett cup at Chi.castle, shortly after the permission known. But this argued an immediate til he saw her, but her flushed and
Yes."
Then, with a shrug, he pushed it away. cago in 1012 and at Reims in 1913
crisis.
hollow cheeks showed her condition.
Was given, of a machine.
He'll be very glad to see them all So
the lotter event nt the rate of 124.5
Olga Loschek lost ber bargain.
"On the king's death," the countess
"You must return and explain," she
"The matter of passports for the
again."
At dawn the next morning the miles an hour. This speed was made
border is arranged, inadame," Black said, "a republic will be declared. said. "I shall need more time, after
But we need countess, still
Indeed.
happy,
Very
with
Illness
and possible largely by the monocoque conpale
The republic of Llvonlu ! The crown all."
Humbert told her.
him here, too, for a while. You need
When he hesitated, she added: him and I. So we will go and pray burning with fever, went back to the struction of the fuselage, greatly supe"I have my own passports," she said prince will never reign."
rior to the rectangular body section
city.
"So you cume today to tell me this?' "There are plenty to watch that I do to have blm wait a little
proudly.
longer be
then In vogue on other machines.
She glnnced up, und catching his not escape. I could not If I would. fore he
"They will not be necessary."
How about It?"
goes
away.
After the arrest of Deperdussln
"Thus," said the concierge, frying
"These are I have not the strength."
"I will have this Interview at my eyes, colored faintly.
"I'll try. I'm not very good. I do a onions over his stove
"thus have some time before the war the directors
"If mudume wishes, I can take a let- good many things, you know."
things you should know."
destination alone, or not at all."
they always done. But you have been of the firm retained Bechereau as deHe knew her very well. A jealous ter."
He drew himself to his grent height
Here, strangely enough, It was the
signer and changed the name to Spad
She pondered over that, Interlacing chancellor who fumbled for his band' blind. Rather, you would not see."
land regarded her with cold eyes. "As woman would go far. He knew now
Old Adelbert stirred uneasily.
"So (Soclete pour Aeroplanes Deperdusthat she was jealous. When he spoke ber fingers nervously as she reflected. kerchief. A vision had come to him of
you wish," he said. "But It Is
sln). This was again changed quite
"I will send no letter," she decided, the two of them kneeling side by side long as I accept my pension "
not necessary to remind madame It was with calculating brutality. "You
"Why should you not accept your recently to "Soclete pour l'Avlatlon et
jthat, whatever Is discussed ut this mean, in view of my Impending mar "but I will give you a message, which at Etzel, the little lad who was "not pension? A trifle in
exchange for what ses Derives," keeping the snme Initials
you can deliver."
jmeetlng, no word must be mentioned of riage?"
very good," and he himself with his you gave. For them, who now 111 use as before. Deperdussin's trial finally
so It was arranged! Finally ar
"Yes, madame."
'the committee, or Its plans."
long years behind him of such thirds you,
you have gone through life but took place a few months back and a
"Say to the committee that I have as fill a man's life. And because the
Although he mude no threat, she had ranged. Well, she hud done her best
half a man. But one use they have merely nominal sentence was Imposed
lehlvered.
No, there must be no word He knew the truth. She hud told It reflected and that I will do what they open door was not so far ahead for
ask. As far," she added, "as lies In him either, and because he believed Im- for us, you and me, my friend to tax on account of the great services to the
Of the committee, or of the terror that
cause of French aviation rendered by
us."
my power. I can only try."
idrove her to Karl. For, If the worst
plicitly In the great record within the
"The taxes are not heavy," quoth the defendnnt
Is
committee
all
"That
the
If
and
she
expects,"
failed
he
her,
shook
his
head.
he
happened.
gate,
shaggy
old Adelbert
he said civilly, and with a relief that
must do the thing they had set her to
So the
was arranged.
There are some who find them so."
was not lost on her. "With madnme's With due pilgrimage
Turkey Takes Census.
do, Karl must never know. That card
publicity, of course, and due The concierge heaped his guest's plate
For the first time In the history of
Intelligence, to try is to succeed.".
she must pluy ulone.
for safety. By train to the with onions.
precaution
he left her well foot of the
Turkey, says an Amsterdam dispatch,
Nevertheless,
Everything hung on the result of her
mountains, and then on
Old Adelbert played with his steel a complete census of the whole empire
guarded. Even Minna, slipping off for foot for the ten miles to Etzel.
visit. If Karl persisted, If he would
fork "I was a good
he ob Is to be taken. A German statistician
an evening hour with a village sweet
marry lledwlg in spite of the trouble
The crown prince went through his served nervously, "untilpatriot,"
they made me has been appointed to superintend the
heart, was stealthily shadowed. Be
it would precipitate, then indeed she
in a sort of rapt solemn otherwise."
preparation
fore this, fine ludies had changed gar
preliminary formalities. The Turkish
was lust. If, on the other hand, he
ity. So must tbe boy crusaders have
"I will make you a better. A patriot newspaper, Sabah, says: "We are the
ments with their maids and escaped looked
was Inclined to peace, If her story of
on
their
as,
Jour
long
starting
Is one who Is zealous for his country only nation in Europe, not excluding
from divers unpleasantnesses.
a tottering throne held his hand, she
ney, they faced south and east, toward and its welfare.
That means much. even the Balkan states, whicn posAt the end of two days the countess the far
would defy the committee of ten. Karl
of Our Lord, It means that when the established sesses no official statistics of our popudistant
Sepulcher
was able to De up.
hue moved The
himself would help Her to escape,
council
the
went,
king's
chancellor,
languidly about ber room, still too the mayor of the city, wearing the order Is bad for a country, it must lation." The estimated population of
might indeed hide her. It would not
be changed. Not that you and I may Turkey before the war was roughly
weak to plan.
be for long.
Without Karl's support
ffice
chain
of
his
around bis
great gold
And on the fourth day came the neck, and a handful of soldiers a benefit. God knows, we may not live 21,000,000, of which 7,000,000 were
king's death would bring the tercrown prince of Livonia on a pil simple pilgrimage and the more affect- to benefit But that Livonia may free Turks, 9,000.000 Arabs, 1,500,000 Ar
rorists Into control. They would have
her neck from the foot of the oppres- menians, 1,500,000 Greeks, 1,500.000
other things to do than to hunt her
grimage.
ing. There were no streaming banners,
The manner of his coming was this no magnificent vestments. The arch- sion and raise her head among na Kurds, and the remainder Dm ses.
iout Their end would be gained with
Jews and the smaller tribes. The Turk
tions."
There are more ways than one of bishop accompanied them, and a
out ber. Let them steal the crown
From which It may be seen that old ish newspapers have recently shown
an
of
the
hearts
for
her
Let
then.
uneasy
peo
reaching
lledwlg fight
prince,
Adelbert had at last Joined the revo some anxiety as to the large decrease
throne and lose It. Let the streets
ple. Remission of taxes Is a bad one.
They went on foot to the railway
In population lately caused by the war
It argues a mistake In the past In ex station through lines of kneeling peo- lutionary party, an uneasy and un
run deep with blood and all the pandeIs true, but a recruit and the prevalence of disease and have
It
recruit
happy
Governments
such
tithes.
monium of bell break loose.
may ple, the boy still rapt, and looking If
acting
only some half measure would suf urged the government to take steps to
make errors, but must not acknowl straight ahead, the chancellor seem
But if Karl failed her. She clinched
he said, giving up all pretense decrease mortality and Increase the
fice,"
There
is
the
them.
of
her teeth.
edge
freeing
ingly also absorbed, bat keenly alive of eating. "This talk of rousing the birth rate.
Is
but
that, too,
political prisoners,
to the crowds. As he went on, his face mob, of
The countess did not sleep. Sbe
rioting and violence, I do not
such
when
dangerous,
prisoners relaxed. It was as If the miracle had like them."
was, with every fiber of her keen brain,
New Weapona Always Condemned.
to
sedition
breathe
the very prison already happened. Not the miracle
summoning her arguments. She would
'Then has age turned the blood In
New weapons have always roused
walls.
need them, for she knew none better
for which the boy would pray, but a yonr veins to water 1" said the con
soldier.
the Ire of the
And there Is the appeal to sentiment greater one. Surely these kneeling
bow great a handicap was hers.
"Half meas- Just as Germany's Introduction of
cierge contemptuously.
The government, pinning all Its hopes people, gazing wltb moist and kindly ures
She loved Karl, and be knew It What
I
Since when has a half measure deadly weapons has In this war, says
to one small boy, would further endear eyes at the crown prince, could not,
lad been ber strength bad become ber
useful? Did half measures win the Boston Post The Introduction of
htm to the people. Wily statesman at the hot words of demagogues, turn been
weakness.
boasted battles? And what bronze spearheads must have scandalin
that he was, the chancellor had hit Into the mob he feared. But It had halfyour
let she was composed enough when,
measures would yon propose?"
Karl Left Her There at Last.
ized snme old
warrior,
on this to offset the rumors of
before the sun was well op, the mahappened before. Tbe people who had,
Old Adelbert sat silent Now and and King Archlmadus regarded the
chine drew up In the village before fairly. If, knowing It he persisted,
one moment, adored the Dauphin of
marriage.
because his mouth was dry, he use of the catapult as the grave of true
the Inn where Mettlich had 6pent bis it would be because her power over
"A pilgrimage I" said the king, when France on his balcony at Versailles, then,
took a sip of beer from his tankard. bravery.
the matter was broached to him. "For had lived to scream for his life.
him was dead at last
uneasy hours.
The concierge ate, taking huge moutn-ful- s
Bayard considered that no true man
She had expected to go to the rodg,
"Yes. I do not know how far your what? My recovery! Cannot yon let
Tbe countess, standing on her bal
of onions and bread, and survey- should use a firearm, and even Mar'but at nine o'clock that night Karl arrangements have gone. Too have your servant depart In peace?"
Into
down
the valley, ing his
d
cony and staring
recruit with ap- shal Saxe did not altogether approve
came to ber, knocking at the door of at least been warned."
"Pilgrimages," observed the chancel- beheld the pilgrimage and had thus
eyes. To win him would of It and thought the
'her room and entering without writing
But she saw, by the very way he lor, "have bad marvelous results, sire. her first knowledge of It She was praising
n
mean honor, for old Adelbert decorated
of
fighting superior.
for permission.
drew himself up and smiled, that he I do not Insist that they perform Incredulous at first, and stood gazing, for many braveries, was a power style
But In the long run It Is the man
The room was email and cozy with understood.
More than that, he miracles, as some believe," he smiled gripping the atone railing with tense among the veterans. Where he led, that
wins, not his weapon. Laurence
firelight Her scarlet cloak, flung over doubted ber. He questioned what she faintly "but as a matter of public hands. She watched, horror stricken. others would follow.
Oltphant 'the great traveler, said that
chair, made a dash of brilliant color. bad said. The very fact that she had feeling and a remedy for discord, they The crown prince, himself, come to
"Make no mistake," said Black In future wars the side 'would win
'Two lighted candles on a high cr.rved told him only the truth added to ber are sometimes efficacious."
Etzel to pray I For his grandfather, Humbert cunningly. "We aim at no which showed tbe most determination
Ichest and between them a plaster
resentment
I see," said the king. And lay stllL of coarse. Then, Indeed, must things bloodshed. A peaceful revolution. If to get to grips with the enemy.
of the Mother and Child, a built-i- n
"Too will see," she said sullenly.
be bad with the king, as bad as they possible. The king, being dead, will
looking at the ceiling.
bed with white curtains that was the
Because he thought he already saw,
he asked could be.
"Can It be done safely
suffer not even humiliation. Let the
Japanese are planning to link two
room.
and because she had given him a bad at last
The church doors closed behind royal family scatter where It will. We of their Islands with a railroad tunBefore the open Are Ol&a Loschek moment, Karl chose to be deliberately
"The maddest traitor would not them.
The nel. 4,000 feet of which will bo ander
have no designs on women.
last la her low chair. She were still crueL "Perhaps I" be said. "Bat yon threaten the crown prince oa a ptf-die."
Olga Loschek fen 9a her knees. Sh ClMAceJlQA however)
the sea.
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Michigan Starting en Greatest Era of
Highway Construction In His-- .
tory of State,
Michigan Is going to start on the
greatest era of road building In the
state's history, declares Edward N,
Hlnes, first vice president of the Detroit Automobile club. Mr. Hlnes adds
that Michigan highway constructors
have seen the folly of their ways in

building roads too narrow and of types
not permanent They will correct this
in the future.
Every citizen, including the farmer,
business man, laboring man and the
resident of the small town, sees the
need of permanent highways, the case
being proven to them by wartime conditions, according to Mr. Hines. This
was brought ubout by the inadequate
freight and express service, the food
situntion and the general need to conserve labor wherever feasible.
"Had tbe war continued," Mr. Hines
stated, "I had records of projects for
building of concrete roads in the state
that likely would have been put
through by the proper authorities In
Washington because of their war necessity, there being some 656,000
square yards. Other projects for concrete roads in Michigan financed by
the Covert act whose issues were sold
and the money not expended during the
past season, and direct tax levies
amounted to 1,347,909 square yards, a
total for the state of close to 2,000,000
square yards. All of this will be built
in 1919 and in all probability this yard
age will be doubled by tbe time the
road construction work begins in the
spring.
"Wayne county's concrete roads
have stood the test since the United
States entered the world conflict The
normal traffic, plus the enormous war
haulage by army trucks over concrete
roads seven, eight, nine and ten years
old, was handled satisfactorily
and
the highways held up In perfect condition. Eyes of the road builders
throughout the country have been focused on Wayne county's roads and
the practical demonstration of the
value of permanent roads has been
proven here In the vicinity of Detroit
"Wayne, leader among the counties
of Michigan in mileage of improved
roads, usked for no county road tax
this year und will have to rely on the
money received from automobile licenses. Consequently 1919 will not approximate previous years' programs
because of lack of funds to push the
work to the limit. We expect to get
more for a dollur In 1919, though, as
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Neglect of Maintaining Roads Is Not
Only Tying Up Transportation and
Handicapping Industry, but Is Costing United States Many Millions of
Unnecessary Expense.
the labor turnover will not be as great
and material prices will have a tendency not to Incline towards higher
levels.
"Among the projects which will be
carried out next year are the followmile section In the viling: One-halage of Wayne, from Michigan avenue
on tbe Wayne road south, connecting
with the Huron River drive. This road
will be of concrete, 20 feet wide.
Romulus
branch of the Huron
River drive and Outer Belt drive is to
be finished. Delivery of stock on this
job has already been started and will
be kept up as long as good weather
continues. Warren road, which will
be concreted to the Washtenaw county line in time, Is to be taken care of
by another road crew. This work will
go on until the 1919 funds are exhausted. Tbe Lahser road, from Redford
north to tbe Oakland line, connecting
with the good road In Oakland county,
will also be completed.
"We will pay considerable attention
to widening some of the main routes
and will maintain all the previously
s
built roads in a
condition."
lf

Belleville--

first-clas-

Public Necessity.
Good roads are a public necessity
and there Is no use trying to stop
progress by complaining about the
cost, or objecting to the automobile.
If every auto were destroyed, good
roads would be as much needed aa
with the autos.

What Poor Roads Mean.
Lack of proper roads Is costing the
American people $1,000,000 for every
working day. That Is the conclusion
of the Corn Exchange National bank
of Philadelphia.
Advantage With Rapid Growth.
Considering the saving of labor and
the reduction of loss from disease by
marketing hogs at seven to nine
moLths Instead of keeping them a year
or more, the advantage is nearly always with the more rapid growth.

Poultry Yard for Fowls.
Damp, cold, poorly drained places
in the poultry yard should be drained
or filled so that when rains are excessive the yard will still be suitable for
the fowls.

(

GERMANY MUST PAY
Important Commercial

Centers

Destroyed Beyond Repair.
PEOPLE ARE LEFT HOMELESS
Country Should Be Forced to Pay for
Ruthless Destruction as Far a
Within the Power of Its
People.
By WRIGHT A. PATTERSON.
In August, 1014, the city of Lens In

northern France was a prosperous
community of close to 50,000 people, It
wus known as the Pittsburgh
of
France, and Its coal fields were the
one groat source of supply of fuel for
Its steel and iron mills
the nation.
supplied much of the nuitcrlul for
French railroads,
shipbuilding and
Its people were Inother industries.
dustrious and thrifty, living In comfortable homes, surrounded by the
modest luxuries of an Industrial community.
All that Is left of Lens today Is a
crumbling pile of debris. No single
wall of the city Is still standing, and
hardly a piece, of a wall as much as
ten feet square can be seen amid the
terrible ruins. Both the buildings
and the machinery of its factories are
gone completely. Its coal mines are
flooded and the machinery with which
they were operated has been destroyed.
And all this because Germany started a war for the purpose of conquest;
a war In which no principle other than
that of selfishness was involved. Today Germany is a crushed nation. Her
plans for world domination miscarried,
her armies have been defeated, but
before these things happened the city
of Lens had been destroyed.
I stood amid the ruins of what had
once been the attractive and prosperous Industrial community of Lens and
watched hundreds of her people who
hnd returned after the Germans hud
been driven back, as they searched for
the spots on which their homes hnd
once stood, as they dug Into the debris
'

they can be made to pay for them so
far as dollars can pay.
And with the passing of this city

there passed away many thousand
Hves of British soldiers who today lie
burled around the place they so bravely defended. One possibly better realizes here the terrors of this war than
at any other one spot. Here the Germans held the bills to the east of the
city, and the British defenders occufields between the
pied the
hills and the city. For them dugouts
or deep trenches were out of the question as the land Is but little above
sea level. And here, in what Is almost
a marsh, the British Tommies lay
month after month, through winter and
summer, a fair target for the Boche
guns on the nearby bills.
When I was In Ypres late In October, many of the people to whom it
had been home, were fhere digging
hopelessly In the rubbish in a vain effort to find some small thing that could
be associated with the homes that the
Germans hnd destroyed in their effort
to secure world domlnutlon by a wnr
of conquest.
City of Walls Only.
The city of Menin In Belgium, was
not shelled by either army,- and yet It
Is a city that Germany should pay for.
The walls of Menin are standing, but
It Is a city of walls only. The floors,
the roofs, the Joists, the doors and windows and the door and window casings
are gone, all torn out by the Invading
Boche, with the result that the people
of Menin are as homeless as the people of Lens and Ypres and hundreds of
other cities and towns in the invaded
countries.
I rode through devastated Armen-tlereBnilteul, La Bassee, Doual,
Cambria, Koisel, Peronne, Albert, Arras, St. Quentln, Guiscard, Noyon,
Chauny, Thlnucourt,. Vigneulles and
hundreds of smaller towns, and the
story of devastation wns always the
same, with but little variation, devastation caused by the Boche, and for
which the Boche should pay, and for
which the price assessed will never be
high enough.
In muny ways the helllshness of the
The
Roche hns been demonstrated.
city of Arras hns not suffered such
complete destruction as has fallen
upon many other cities. Here the German gunners centered their fire upon
low-lyin- g

As the City of Menin Looks Today.
the cathedral, and day after day, week
after week und month after month
they continued to pour a rain of metal
upon this beautiful old church until
todny it Is nothing but a mass of powdered stone. Germany cannot give
back that cathedral of Arras, but she
can pay and should pay for the needless, senseless destruction.
And the fair cities and towns that
have been so ruthlessly destroyed are
There Is But One Answer.
Are the broken, homeless people ol but Incidents in the devastation caused
Lens to pay? Are the people of France by this war, and for nil of which Gerto pay? Are the people of England or many and her allies, and they alone,
America or Belgium to pay? Or are are responsible, and for all of which
they should pay.
the Germans to pay? ,
To be sure, the city of Lens wns destroyed by shells fired largely from DO YOU YAWN AT CONCERTS?
British guns. But they were fired into
the city because the invading Ger- If So, There Is a Reason, Which Is
mans In the city must be driven
Thus Explained by Modern
out that not only France, but the
Song Writer,
world, mfght be freed of the menace
of German domination; and the debris
If a person yawns during a symthat once was Lens stands today as phony concert and twists his program
a striking monument to German greed Instead of being absorbed in classical
and to the accuracy and efficiency of music it may not be his fault It may
British artillery.
be due to an undeveloped pituitary
Could the people of America have body, which is located in the brain,
seen the people searching those ruins back of the temples.
as I saw them; could they have seen
This is according to Cyril Scott, the
the tears as I saw them they would song writer, in his "The Philosophy
' have said, as I said, Germany must of Modernism In Connection With
pay, and she must continue to pay Music." Mr. Scott says that this pitu
until this fair city and many, many itary body is highly susceptible to mu
others like It, have been restored; sical vibrations, if normally developed.
until these people and their descend- In other words, it Is the seat of the
ants are again the happy, prosperous, emotions. He goes further and adds
contented people they were before the that it is the seat of the astral or sub- hell of German wantonness and selfish- Ilmal self. This is in keeping with
ness was let loose In 1014.
the theory of the ancients that this
What happened in Lens has hap- gland is the seat of the soul.
pened in many other cities and towns
In commenting on Mr. Scott's stateIn France, in Belgium, in 'Italy, In ment, Medicine and Surgery
Magazine
Serbia, In Roumanla, in Poland, and says:
for all of them Germany and her al"At a time Uke this when the pitu
lies should pay, and pay, and pay.
itary body is the paramount topic of
Cruel Fate of Ypres.
conversation in medical circles on acAnother example of the helllshness count of Its Influence on our underof this German war of conquest Is seen weight or overweight, Cyril Scott's
In what was once the beautiful and message in regard to its attitude tohistoric city of Ypres, in Belgium. ward music should give us pause. The
This town is today but one mass of faulty pituitary body can be corrected.
ruins. Its wonderful Cloth Hall and no doubt, by treatment; made superSt Martin's church, both considered sensitive and vibrant; thus a person
among the marvels of Europe and both indifferent to music may become highly
dating back to the thirteenth century, appreciative to it."
are gone, never to be restored. There
is no way by which the Germans can
Young pea pods are largely eaten in
give back to the world these beauti- Europe and are described as tender,
ful monuments of past centuries, but succulent and wholesome.

an effort to rescue from it some one
thing, some memento of that home they
had loved as much, or even more than
we Americans love our homes. I saw
the tears on the cheeks of many as
they tolled. I saw an old woman carrying away, as the only thing she
could find, a piece of a broken chair,
and I thought, who shall pay for this
devastation, this misery?
In

Making Americans.
If we will plant the children of our
Immigrants In American soil, give them
American companions, teach them In
the American language, let them
breathe American literature, discipline
them In the American art of
warm their hearts in the sunshine of American tenderness, sympathy and good fellowship, and always
respect the nature which God has
given them however it may differ from
ours, they will grow up loyal, patriotic,
devoted Americans. Lyman Abbott.
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The

Passover

AIv-Pa-lma

Hebrews
Institute--

1"6
11:28.
.

(12:1-SKI)-

. The time set
(v. 2). With the Instltiitlim of the Passover came a
change In the order of time. The com
mon year was rolling ou ns usual, hut
with reference to Ills chosen people the
order Is interrupted and everything Is
made to date from ftils. This slum
fles that redemption Is the first step
in real life. "Old tilings have passed
away, nil things have become new.
Before this the Hum was dead in trespass and sin; now he has arisen to
walk in newness of life. All before
redemption counts for naught. The
world thinks that real life ends wnen
one accepts Christ, hut this Is a grave
mistake. It Is the beginning or rem
life.
2. The lamb set apart (v. 3). This
previous setting apart of the limit)
typifies the foreordinatlon of Christ to
he our Saviour. Redemption was noi
nn afterthought of God (I Peter 1:18-20). This liimb must be n male witn
out blemish. Indicating that It must be
both representative ami perfect.
3. The liimb whs killed by the whole
congregation (v. fi). This shows that
it was not for t lie Individual only, but
for' the entire assembly. The setting
nnart of the lamb was not sullicient. It
must he killed, for "without the shed
ding of blood there Is no remission of
sins." The liiml) might have been
tied to the door of the Israelites thnt
night, but there would have been no
salvation, notwithstanding its perfec
tion.
Had Christ's spotless life con
tinned till the present time and his
matchless teaching gone on without
Interruption, not a single soul would
have been saved, for "Except a corn
of wheat fall Into the ground and die
It nbldeth alone." (John 12 :24).
4. The blood of the slain Iamb wns
to be placed upon the sideposts and
lintels of the door (V. 7). It was not
sprinkled upon the threshold, as it
must not he trampled under root weWhen the destroyer
brews 10:20).
pnssed' through the land he passed
over the houses where the door posts
were sprinkled with blood. This blood
wns the evidence thnt a substitute had
been offered for them. They could rest
absolutely secure, because the matter
had been settled according to divine
The blood was the
nrrangement.
ground of peace. The assurance Is not
when you feel your sins nre pardoned,
but "when I see the blood I will pass
over you." To have had any doubt
whatever would have dishonored God,
It was not on the ground of personal
worth thnt the Israelites were spared
but by faith in the blood of the slain
lamb. They hnd unleavened bread In
connection with It, but that was for
the Inside of the house for enjoyment
and not the outside for protection
Only those who are safe under the
cover of the blood could eat of the
bread within.
5. Israel feeding upon the lamb (vv,
This denotes fellowship. Judg
The
ment must precede feasting.
lamb roasted signified the action of Are
In God's Judgment at the cross. The
heads, legs and purtennnce thereof,
show that In this substitutionary sac
rifice, the understanding, the walk and
all that pertains thereto were Involved.
This shows that the atonement of
Christ Involved his obedience to law
as well ns his suffering In the stend
of his own. The eating of unleavened
bread signifies that no sir. Is connect'
ed or nllowed In fellowship with Christ.
All who have entered Into the power
of the cross will put away sin. Lenven
signifies corruption (I Corinthians S
7, 8). They did not put away lenven
to be saved, hut being saved It wns
put away In order to have fellowship
with him. Grace saves to holiness,
The bitter herbs suggest the bitterness
of Christ's suffering.
6. They ate the passover ready for
action (v. 11). The loins being girt
about, betokens separation from sin
and preparation and rendlness for
service. The feet being shod Indicates
their willingness to leave the land.
The staff In the hand Indicates their
nature as pilgrims leaning upon a sup
port outside of themselves. They were
to leave behind them the place of
death and darkness and march toward
the promised land.
7. The uncircumclsed denied partici
Cir
pation In the feast (vv.
cumcision was typical or regeneration.
The significance of the requirement Is
that only those who have become new
creatuies by the power of the cross
have a right to sit at the Passover
-
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cut
small people
off without their
ration of sweets,
the

'VPn If we nro 8nv"

Take

s

three-fourth-

of ii cupful of rnls- Ins and one-fourof a cupful of walnut meats nnd a few groin of salt.

mixed
Put the nuts and raisins
through the meat grinder. Shape into
small flat cakes and wrap In waxed
paper.
Melt six
Chocolate Nut Bars.
ounces of sweet chocolate over hot water, beat until nearly cool, then udd
a
each of Chopped raisins
of a
and peanuts with
of salt Mix well and press
into the top of a tin cracker box.
Leave until firm, when It will come out
without breaking." Cut In bars and
wrap In waxed paper.
Maple Cream. Take two cupfuls of
broken bits of maple sugar, put Into a
s
of a cupsaucepan with
ful of cream. Boll without stirring until the candy makes a soft ball when
dropped in cold water, or to 230 degrees Fahrenheit. Itemovo from the
hent and do not disturb until coid. Stir
and beat with a wooden spoon until
the candy begins to harden, then turn
It Into greased tin boxes In which
The candy
biscuits were purchased.
may be left In the box If it Is to be
sent away, keeping In much better
condition than If' it were cut and
wrapped.
Stuffed Dates. Stuffed dates are a
sweet that everybody likes. A variety of stuffings may be used which will
A whole filbert
add to the pleasure.
or a whole ISruzIl nut, with the
skin removed, may be used as studlng.
Small balls of peanut butter rolled
Into balls with powdered sugar, candled pineapple and preserved ginger,
roasted almonds, salted peanuts, pe
can meats nnd walnuts, nil make fine
A bit of fondant flavored with
filling.
vanilla or a little orange marmiilade.
rolled In confectioner's sugar, is an
other dainty.
Coconut Macaroons. Take n can of
Eagle brand milk and mix It with
grated coconut until thick, drop on but
tered sheets nnd bake in n moderate
oven until brown.
The milk with the
sugared coconut supplies all the sweet
ening needed. A little grated choco
late added will make cboculate mncii
roons.
Puffed Rice Jack. P.oll a half cup
ful of molasses and a tablespnonfnl of
vinegar with a teaspoonful of butter
until It hardens In water, then stir In
enough puffed rice to cover each with
the sirup.
Put Into u greased dripping pun to cool.
half-cupf- ul

h

three-fourth-

The saddest words thnt Hps can say
Are those we utter not ut all;
And our most hitler tears aru they
That must not fall.
GOOD

THINGS.
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The following sweets without sugar

will bo welcomed by the housewives
who have the sugar-savin- g

habit:

O

Honey and Nut SandMix one cupful
wiches.
of honey with two
of lemon Juice,
then stir in enough finely chopped nut meats to
make a thick paste.
Spread on slices of but- -

tered bread, place two
together and cut In any desired shape.
Honey Blancmange. Take half n
cupful of
cupful of honey,
cornstarch, a quarter of a cupful of
milk and two cupfuls of boiling milk
with a pinch of salt ; moisten the cornstarch with the cold milk, then ndd the
boiling milk, stir and boll eight minutes, then add the salt and honey. Put
Into small wet molds to cool. Turn
out, sprinkle with n few chopped nuts
und serve with cream.
Prune Pudding. Take one and a
half cupfuls of pitted prunes and three
tnhlespoonfuls each of honey and butter, one egg and one cupful of buttermilk and a teaspoonful of soda, half a
cupful of flour, half a teaspoonful each
of salt and almond extract nnd one
cupful of rolled oats which has been
Mix and pour Into a
well parched.
buttered mold and steam for two and
f
hours.
Serve with a hard
sauce.
f
Charlotte. Take
Date
f
pound of good dates, one and
cupfuls of water, three tablespoonfuls
of honey, the strained Juice of one orange, a few drops of coloring, one
heaping tahlcspoonful of gelatin and
two cupfuls of whipped cream. Remove the stones from the dntes, add to
the water honey and gelatin, the orange Juice and the coloring. Cook
slowly until the dates are soft. Pour
Into a wet ring mold and set away In
a cool place. Turn out nnd serve with
whipped cream.
Prune Salad. Wash, soak and steam
a pound of prunes until soft. When
cold remove the stones nnd fill with
Arrange on letchopped walnuts.
tuce leaves. Sprinkle with lemon
Juice and place a tablespoonful of
mayonnaise on top. Serve very cold.
one-hn- lf

one-hal-

one-hal-

Here nre three hats,
as to clime In which they are to be
worn, so that they may spend their
days against a background of palms
nnd flowers, or lit in with another ,f
snow.
Being late winter models they
babble of spring and show which way
the millinery wind blows, ulthough
e
One of these alluring bits of
Is not a straw among them,
wear, calculated to coax the price of
an extra-latwinter bat out of almost
anyone. Is 'made of crepe georgette In
a lovely pastel shade of pink.
It Is
a small hut, leaving the shape covered
Willi folds of crepe fastened to It with
long, crosswise stitches of heavy silk
thread. Its facing of black panne velvet makes, a wonderful setting for a
youthful face. Just as we are about
to make up our minds that this Is a
spring hut our eyes light upon n small
cluster of velvet fruits at the front
which sets us to speculating Just put
there fur that purpose no doubt.
lieud-ther-

e

A lovely black velvet hat, broau
brimmed and bordered with a fringe of
curled ostrich, proclaims the return of
the most beautiful feather as a ruler
In the realm of fashion.
And since
Mack velvet makes Its appearance at
all seasons, this but will be at home
anywhere. Every woman who Is contemplating a new hat just now will
The big
give this one consideration.
black bat knows nothing hut victory.
The last hat Is a chenille and Is
made ill many colors. It is apparently knitted or crocheted a new kind
of hat mi American product which
has already sailed over seas to ninko
It keeps Its
a conquest of Europe.
shape without a supporting frame of
any kind, and Is very soft and very
rich looking. This particular model
has a scurf of velvet about It embroidered at the front with gay Utile
We can imagine
flowers of chenille.
them blooming In any quarter of the
globe and bringing a smile to the eyes
that beluUd thcni.

one-hal-

FURS FROM TOP TO TOE

You are particular about ynur children's playni.Ues; the hooks they read

are their closest and most Influential
Intimates.

SWEETS MADE AT HOME.
The repertoire of the nverage womIs fudge and mo
an In
lasses taffy, 'fbese when
well made are not to be
slighted. The creamy
Is
fudge
something of an art to
prepare.
Chocolate
Fudge.
Take two cupfuls of
cupful
sugar,
of corn sirup,
cupful of milk,
a tablespoon! ul of butter and a square
of grilled chocolate. Cook all together until a drop in cold water can be
rolled in the lingers. Set away to
cool, ami when hike warm add nuts
and vanilla and stir until It begins to
thicken. Pour into a greased pan and
mark off In squares before It gets too
hard.
To prepare the fondant, take a
smooth kettle or saucepan ; Into It put
a pint of sugar, n half cupful of water and a large tablespoonful of corn
sirup. This last Is to keep the sirup
from graining. If no corn sirup is ut
baud use nn eighth of a teuspoonful
of crenni of tartar. Stir until the sugar Is dissolved, then boil until a soft
ball Is made in cold water. Pour out
on n lightly greased slab or platter,
using rare not to take the last drop
or scrape the kettle, ns stirring will
often cause the grain to form, whlcti
will ruin the candy and it will need to
be boiled again. If the candy docs
grain, add more water and sirup or
cream of tnrtnr nnd boll ngain. Never
stir while boiling. When cool enough
to bear the finger, begin to stir from
the edge to the center with a wooden
spoon. Continue to stir and knead
with the hands until a white, smooth
loaf Is made. Set away for a day or
two to rlten, covered with a buttered
pnper. In a cool pine. Now the foundation Is ready for any kind of flavor,
color or combination of fruit
For chocolate creams, break off a
piece of fondant nnd ndd vanilla, then
roll in small balls. Put out and chill
so they will be hard. Melt unsweetened chocolate In a saucepan over water. To a half a pound add a piece of
paraffin the size of a walnut. The paraffin thickens the chocolate. Dip the
halls in with a hat pin and let them
drain on a waxed paper or greased
baking sheet
cnndy-mnkln-

d
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SWEETS WITHOUT SUGAR.

Cakes.

Frult

This Is the season when cakes and
candies find favor with both old and
young.
,
President Wllcon's
Favorite
Cake C h o p
fine the peel from one
lemon, add It to a pound
of butter, stirring until
creamy, add n pound of
sugar and continue heating for ten minutes.
Itlend with this the yolks
ut nine eggs and the
Julee of five lemons, beating for another ten minutes.
Add to this mixture a quarter of a pound of raisins,
the same of currants nnd seedless
raisins, and cherries, cut In shreds,
and the same of mixed peel finely
shredded.
Then fold in the stiffly
beaten whites of the eggs, a pound of
wheut flour nnd a quarter of n pound
of rice flour and nn ounce of baking
Put this mixture Into a
powder.
greased and papered tin ami bake
In a slow oven for throe hours.
Honey Doughnuts. Take two eggs,
two tnhlespoonfuls of shortening, one
and a half cupfuls of honey, one cupful of sour milk, to which has been
added a teaspoonful of soda and three
cupfuls of flour sifted with two
of cream of tartar. Roll
and cut as usual.
Dutch Peppernuts. Mix together a
pound and a quarter of brown sugar,
two tablespoonfuls of cinnamon, one
tablespoonful of cloves nnd one
of baking powder. Into this
stir three eggs nnd ndd as much flour
as Is possible to work In, for the dough
must be very stiff. Roll moderately
thin and cut In circles the size of a
feast
II. The Significance of the Passover quarter. Bake In a slow oven. These
little cakes puff up when baked and
(12:24-28the flat side If desired.
It was a memorial Institution, may bewilliced on for
months.
They
keep
deliverance
the
of
the
mind
to
calling
Cranberry Cake. Cream half a cupIsraelites from Egyptian bondage
God's Interposition on their behalf, ful of butter nnd one nnd a half cupfuls of brown sugar together, add three
freeing them from their oppression.
Have ready two
yolks.
to
chilbe
their
to
taught
wns,
This
of sifted flour, a teaspoonful
cupfuls
came
Into
the
when
land,
they
dren
of soda, a teaspoonful each of cinnafrom gtnerntlon to generation.
mon and nutmeg, and a half a teaIII. The Awful Judgment (12:29,30).
of cloves, add them to the
spoonful
the
destroyer passed
That night
,- i'i - ii- "
through Egypt and slew the first born
In every home where the blood was not
Finds Roller Principle.
g
found. An awful cry went up from
Why should we denounce
Experiments to perfect a bearing
because It is not constructive? All Egypt that night
thnt would withstand the heavy strains
(12:31-36Deliverance
of us are continuously finding fault,
IV. The Great
of a sugnr cane mill led to the dismore or less, and on our success in
of the principle, and to the de
was
this stroke that covery
So mighty
finding the fault and destroying It deof the Hyatt roller bearing.
velopment
Moses
In
for
the night
pends mostly our successful develop- Pharaoh called
John Wesley Hyatt the Inventor,
by
to
ment So in the end it appears that and requested him be gone with his who also invented celluloid In his
g
is essentially one of our flocks and herds.
Thj Israelites search for a substitute material for
most constructive activities.
One of hastily made' ready for the Journey. Ivory used in billiard halls. His
our worst faults is the hypocritical They demanded of the Egyptians Jew- studies in
flexibility along the billiard
practice of finding fault with fault- els "of silver and gold, and raiment ball line preceded and led up to his
finding. F. H. Young In Providence The word "borrow" must not be under- Invention of the first flexible roller
Journal.
stood In the sense in which it Is used bearing
today. It means demand.
fault-findin-

one and
strained
and the
Bake In
Juice to

Cheerfulnons la Just as natural to
the heart of a man strong; in health
aa color to the cheek; and wherever
there Is habitual Kloom there must be
either bad air, unwholesome food, improperly severe labor, or erring- habits of life, Itusklu.

There are so many sweets that may

be made with little 'or no sugar
we need not

f."'.

ADDITIONAL

one-ha- lf

S6.

TEXT Kor even Chr!nt ou
Passover wan surri fired for us. I Conn'
QOLMEW

thians

butter and sugar.

Fold In
cupfuls of cooked,
and sweetened cranberries
beaten whites of the eggs.
Add cranberry
two layers.
SWEETS FOR THE YQUNQ FOLKS. the Icing.
Bummer will purely come again.
The earth needs snow and cold and
rain.
Just as our hearts need grief and pain.
And so be cheery!

THE PASSOVER.
LESSON

LATE WINTER HATS
FORETELL SPRING

THE

one-thir- d
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Workhouse Inmates Raise Food.
Cleveland as a city Is going to do
Its part toward lowering the cost of
living. Out at the Warrensvllle workhouse the Inmates have produced crops
considerably above the needs of the
Institution and these a
to he sold
to residents of Cleveland at a cost
considerably lower than asked at the
markets In the city. The first sale
put on was of 300 bushels of green
tomatoes at 15 cents a half bushel,
not more than one bushel to any

Never was such a furry winter! No
matter whether milady lives down on
the C!ulf of Mexico or up on the Canadian border she insists upon furs of
some sort and wears them regardless
of the thermometer. One might think
we were finally looking to the Esquis
maux for style Inspirations, but a
Paris probably set the pace lu
furs. When even the meager allowance of ci.nl that French women
make out with was denied them, they
enveloped themselves In furs of all
sorts.
Real utility furs for cold climites
make n story by themselves. There
nre short and long coats and coatees
of all S'lrts of skins from undyed
musk rat up to fine mink and sable.
furs are requiAll the
sitioned for these most comfortable
garments. Rut the most universally
popular furs are In smaller pieces,
wide scarfs, small caies, single
worn as scarfs and combination gars
s
nnd
ments, like
that are having a great vogue.
A pretty cape of cnrneul is shown In
the picture here. It Is made In any of
the popular furs with good effect and
often the shawl collar Is of a different
kind of fur than the body of the cape.
Upward curving scallops at the bottom add to the gracefulness of this
little wrap, the curves gliding up at
mih side until the cape shortens to
elbow length over the arras.
The hot worn with this cope Is a
conl-les-

short-haire-

cape-scarf-

"Suitcase" Dresses.
"Suitcase" dresses of georgette of
different colors nre made to wear with
one slip ns, for Instance, a yellow slip
which lias dark blue georgette for
morning, light blue for afternoon, low
yellow, sleeveless nnd elaborately
headed for evening, and yellow, with
high neck, and long sleeves, finished
with batik effect ut hem. In octagoa
figures, irregularly shaded in yellows
and browns.

cnp'J-coat-

When Aoplying Rosebuds.
everyone knows the trick of
rosebud trimming on a boudoir
can successfully I at least when the
r"os and the elastic coincide. There
are conscientious sewers who don't
beTievc In omitting a single stitch.
i
car usually lack that easy snug-nesnnd the charm of studied carelessness"
If you are one of those
conscientious sewers, without a really
cuecefcsf ul nip to your credit try this:
it your ilk elastic a comfortable
Then conceal it with
nd sire
1
N-r- t

Tl-el-

"blue devil" tutu of satin with a band
of fur about It. Hats, neckpieces and
muffs to nintch are very chic. The
chances ore if we could see this lady's
dress as well as her cape we would
discover a band of fur about the bottom of the skirt for nothing could bo
smarter than fur from top to toe.

s,

Colorful Blouses.
The colorful blouses attract the eye)
first, of course. Never were such colors combined In blouse wear, and the
result is not garish and crude, as one
might fancy when reading thnt "colored waists nre the fashion." It la
quite the reverse; the new colored
Mouses are beautiful, and they seem
to add just the right tone and Interest
to winter costumes otherwise rather
dark and severe In hue.

the rosehnd trimming.

Finally, the
trick of successful "giving" Is the sins-pi-e
trick of merely tacking the elastic In four places, equally spaced
arout.d the cap.

After Some Seasons.
From Paris come very lovely blousea
of net It has been some season
sim-the net blouse has appeared)
over here, but Just now there Is a
showing of Parisian creations of this
kind which are beautiful to see ani
becoming to wear.

Fri. .& C.iA"Arbor uuy,
aiu the teucher, la
e
the dny to plant trees.
Now,
thnt every member of this class
should pin ut liiH or her fuvorlte nut
tree. Let n see how many varieties
of nuts we would hi;ve. We will
at this end of the cIuks." Walnut, hoeeltput, chestnut, were named
SoO.
is
R.
Holm
Bursum
Messrs. J.
here from
Hull, A. H. Carter, and In rapid succession, but when It cr.me
II. (). Norris represent the news
corro.
Miiry's turn she wrinkled lier brow
paper fraternity in the House
and thought for n long minute before
Frank A. Htibbcll is a visitor from
:
"I believe I'd plant
I . B. Lackey, a former Santa Fean. she nns'vcTPri
Albuquerque.
who now resides with his family a doughnut tree." Cleveland Plain
Captain T. J. Molinari of Portates at Albuquerque, is on the influenza Dialer.
is in the city.
sick list. Mr. Lackey is a
of Judge John R. McFic, of GalMetz Once Roman Strongho'd.
District Judge M. K. Hitkey was lup.
The JtomuiiK culled the city of Metz
a vis tor here Monday.
Miss Evangeline Hill has gone to Dlvodunim, mid us It was the JuncR. F.
of Roswctl was a re- Santa Fe, where she has taken a tion point of their inlllliiry roads, they
cent visitor in the capital.
place in the NV M. C. offices. Mr. fortified It. This wi'K before the
Tito town blocked the
V lltins of Santa Fe Ins taken her (Christian era.
I ! V
f
of tin; r!:irc here as storekeeper and time-k- tittiie!;s of Hie a ller Hens, and tu
Yons
Iiii'ni-'!
e
U a recent
F tancia Her- the uTIh century it puve,l Into thu
per at the shops.
arrival.
ald.
hands f the Pranks, when Us first
Christian house of worship was built
A. A. Keen, of Albuquerque,
"r C:i!!i-f'Joof S lvfr
secCharles the Bold was crowned in
C' v t j
tcd'iiK a few days here on retary of 'he Masonic fjran Lodge Meiz, mi, Louis llii! I'iiais was buried
of New Mexico and Reuben Perry, there.
In 84 ! Metz wan Hie CuptUl Of
superintendent of the Indian School the kingdom of I.ii.'rnlnc
li
a
cm
on
presid-n- t
of the
f. V !r,vii
Albuquerque and about ten
F'r-N' tio'-:- . I Hank of Ctovis was in1 ei s from that
city attended the Scottish Rite Reunion this week.
S'Tii F' Monday.
Trie Tango.
Is a dau"e of Mexican
Th.
?tate chairman George R. Crait. Stale Senator and Mrs. M. P. ur'gin, tanijii
which is supposed to Imitate
o' the Rcpnbl'ran central committee, Skeen, of Artcsia. arrived Monday tin nctloiis of thu negroes. It has
is among the seasons visitor--.Senator SI een is a stand pat Demns the Spanish
ocrat from Eddv county, no fault of tin same rhythm
but Is played must fatter, and
A.
Bttrdick, of ho;, he will look after the interests '
.Attorney Frank
worked up faster und faster,
Farminglon, San Juan county was ai of that party during the legislative
of the
till It ends like the dtin-eV'iniss visitor here this week
session.
modern bn!M Inures. Sometimes It
Mrs Ifarrv Bowman who has been
Attorney William McKean, of Taos ha., flvo note In the melody to four
seriously ill with pneumonia the arrived Monday evening to attend In the accompaniment, and vice versa
wek is reported uV:cli bitter. the opening of the legislature, and and ils peeullur harmonic progresto look after business affa'rs and sions ;ivi) it a weird fascination that
!I. P.. Hening and Cliti'on B
Taos countv road matters He is the has much to do with Its popularity.
F.ven'n:'
the
representing
'county highway superintendent for
here attending the logisla-t'-re- . that county.
a1!,
Earliest form of Shoes.
The earliest shoos known were sanFormer Secretary of State Antonio
dals of loV, leailier or wood. When
Dr. r,r"in f.orke of Sprin rr"r, was Luciro, has purchased the W. B. Cura li"!:tTfss v''M'nr 'n Snnta Fe 'It's tis residence in Las Vegas.
He has one encounters the' word ".shoe" In the
wck. He returned home Tuesday assumed his active dut'es as treas- Bible he may be mtiv that It Is the
i
ht
urer and secretary of the Plaza Trust snndal thnt Is commonly meant. In
'and Saving.s Bank in that city. His Egypt the cnndal was woven of balm
F. H. Newton romitv
h'i'hway attractive daughter Miss Julia Lu- - leaves ifhd papyrus. As a symbol of
a 'nnrintt fideiit
of Socorro county cero will assist n:m.
the subjection of their enemies the
will be succeeded by James H. llarh-r'hEgyptians often painted tie figures of
Jr
Hon. Beniamin M. Read of Santa their opponents on the liuim; of their
Fe and Colonel W. S. Hopewell of sandals.
Mr
K. McKinncy and childnamed by the governor
ren of Taos, passed through the city Albuquerque,
as delegates to the national irrigat!:e tatter pa-- t of last week enroute tion congress
Catholic In Its Friendships.
at Salt Lake City.
from Raton.
A certain eat, the story of whose caUtah, have left to be in attendance
18.
there on January
reer is vouched for by a cat club,
Chairman Arthur Scl'gman has caladopted a litter of youn ntbhlU and
led a meeting of the Democratic
The state was paid $82.50 this week nourished them
.
This cat was,
rentr.i! committee to meet in
for 2.1 pheasants shipped to state for thnt matter,
sociable and Invery
January 20
game warden Theodore Rouault, Jr.. clusive in her llklncs. One
year her
and
California.
Mavward.
from
Or V. !i Kaser of I.as Vega- who wh'ch died rn route, as a result of constant companion was a chicken.
valuable as'slanre to !V.r a coniolaint lodged against the San-- i The two ate habitually out of the
rn
in combating the influenza ns ta Fe Railvvav
night in Uio
lt
through the state cor- same disli nn.l
is in the city.
mI'I: if ri
same inclo.sun
poration commission,
-.
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Oakley an'! I posner.
Manv friends will be pleased to
'
f
T
.,'"n'V, the rPr,."i,..-:..'ear that three children of Mr. and
- cv"i li Pi' r
held in Mrs. A. I. Tcare have recovered from
Pr.t of 'Ms wrke
Their oldest
.;,! attack of influenza.
on I'eirv is recovering very slow-- '
f.f '.. ttrv,':i !
a fia':-from a ..siwiliar s'ege, and as
't
a
at
of .(ion as.it is advisable, thev will take
l as
her n
Mm to a lower altitude in hopes tbat
:.
Cental O O
n.rovc beneficial in restoring-"I.
s health.
l?',h-ir-

l
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Sorund ni Romero, sheriff of 5an
W. A. Hunter and wife, of Farm-- ,
i:....r.i rn..r,tVi ;irr;..p, f0v1-,v.Mrd!
arr'ved early in the week,
t. t c
ent at the opening of the ington.
will be here during the legisla? a',- Legislature,
which convened and
tive session. Mr. Hunter being the:
.
Tuesday
representative from San Juan conn-- '
tv. Having heen long a resident of
A. L.
tin, deputy U. S. district that county and identified with many
clerk, was up from the Puke city or its
enterprises ne w ii ne a vaiu- Monday. Mr. Zinn has returned to K .. m omlinr fnn f li a nt'tlui-o- . ( n tvi
Albuquerque where the federal court pire.
is still in session.
The Elks minstrel show to be givUnited States Senator A. A. Jones en here February 4 and 5 under the
of New Mexico who has the privilege direction of Rufus K. Love and manof appointing a cadet to studv at agement of Paul A. Hall chairman of
will
Annapolii, has requested high school the entertainment committee,
five peonle in the cast
superintendents to write Dr. Frank have seventy
A
lad
es and children.
first
H. H. Roberts at Las Vegas if they including
have young men who are appl'cants rehearsal followed by a dance was
the
Wednesrooms
Club
at
called
for the appointment, so that examinday evening.
ation papers may be sent out.
.

Lec;rl Pun.
"A petition for an Injuaetlim, ba.--e-d
doubtful assertion of
tipmi n ?'.nieu-t';itYork I;;v.yer, "came
fact," savs a V.-Iioi'.ire one of i''.-- Justices of the su- preme court .if (ids slate. After con-- J
sideration of Hie ufTC.kivit of tie? ',:iti- tinner the iu!iee remarked: Tu mis
case mi injcnctiori will not lie, even
If the relator does.' " Oust-- and Com- -

NEAR A. T. & S. F. OEPOT
W

PHONE

85 MAIN

FirGt Fi::ed
la to Gusiiivus Aduljilma of Sweden, whoso relj.-!- i beunu In 1011, tlmt

It

history gives creillt for the Invention
of fixed aintniinitlon. In his cm triages
the bullets and li e cli:i."s." wen- - united
in a paper cuse. It was not, however,
until ISoO that the first successful mej
tnllic cartridge was r.iiteiited by an
American.
Has Not Learned Life3 Lesson.
leu lived and ban not
grown tolerant toward others does
not deserve to meet wilh tolerance
hlm.seir. Turgeuiev.

Wat.i

400 K. W. 5c

All in excess of the above 4c per K. W.

Special

Rates for Cooking.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT
COMPANY
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good-looki-

.

makes anyone look and feel clean,
sweet and refreshed.
inside-bathin-

g

yourself on the inside before
like you do on the outside
because

Thu ttnr
an superior

af Copaiij.

impuri-

CAPSULES

to Bslum
Cubebt

tr

InjactiMM"'
REUCVU is WIOY)
24 NOICS tts

4
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BE PRETTY! TURN

Inside-bathin-

per K. W.
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ties into the blood, causing illness.
v. Idle the bowel
pores da
for every ounce of food and drink
taken Into tho stomach, nearly an
ounce of waste material must be
carried out of the body. If this waste
material Is not eliminated day. by day
it quickly ferments and generates
poisons, gases and toxins which are
absorbed or sucked Into the blood
Ktream, through the lymph ducts which
should suck only nourishment to sua
taih the body.
A splendid health measure Is to
drink, before breakfast each day, a
glass of real hot water with a
of limestone phosphate in it,
which Is a harmless way to wash
these poisons, gases and toxins from
the stomach,
liver, kidneys and
bowels; thus cleansing, sweetening
and freshening the entire alimentary
canal befor putting more food into
the stomach.
A quarter pound of limestone phosphate costs but very little at the drug
store but is sufficient to make anyone
Men
an enthusiast on
and women who are accustomed to
wake up with a dull, aching head or
have furred tongue, bad taste, nasty
breath, sallow complexion, others who
have bilious attacks, acid stomach or
are assured of proconstipation
nounced improvement in both health
and appearance shortly.

per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.

tttr

s

Wash the poiaona and toxinrfrom
aystem before putting more
food Into stomach.

hrc-'t-las-t

200 K. W. 7c

.
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'I'll is is vastly more Important
Hit tiUin pores do not absorb

POWER RATE
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So-hn- o.
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H. S. KAUNE & CO.

wo-nd- ed

tK-

A man who

Says

ministration.
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Me-ir-
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fn this way jrou will greatly assiat in the
great war tasks of the United States Food Ad-

one-ha-

t

ineiit.

OF HOT WATER

POTATOES

s

j

UP DRINK GLASS

Save Wheat and Meat by Eating
More

CHURCHES

Here and There Over the State

;

WHEN YOU WAKE

j

CROSS

'

YARD

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,

I

Dclly Thought.
That act of contemplation create
Ue thin? contemplated. Disraeli.
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Cuartro Want Orar tha Top
In the Red Cross drive for memberships our tounty was asked ts
go 10J per cent. If other Red Cro-ibranches did as well as Cuervo, we
are a' 100 per cent county, A numRED
ber of people of the Cuervo district
renewed their membership but the
majority were new members. Many
others did not rejoin as their year DO YOU WISH THE WORLD
Mrs.
at 4:30 o'clock
Marjorie
Wa Mutt Aituma BurUn
will not be out until next summer.
WERE BETTER
Brookes, of this city and Lieutenant
The United States should be ready We had 39 members last year, and
S.
San
of
Smith,
Eugene
Diego,
to assume the great burden of re- during the drive SI members were Do
you wish the world were better? California, were married in the presconstruction in France and Belgium secured for the year of 1919.
Let me tell you what to do:
ence of a few intimate friends. Rev.
Four young ladies,
to just as great an extent as those
Myrtle
a watch upon your actions.
Walter Trowbridge, rector of the
Shelton. Margie Lewis, Fay Cain and Set
countries w:ll pernrt.
Keep them always straight and Church of the Holy Fa'th, officiated,
Shelton deserve special
Anna
May
'The bride and trroom expect to re- Their neoo'es were as truly fight- cred't for
true;
us over the top. Rid
side In Santa Fe, where Lieutenant
your mind of selfish motives;
ing our ba'tles as their own for two They gladly putting
waded through the snow
Let your thoughts be clean and Smith, an attorney, will open a law
and
years before we entered and greeted everyone with a message
office.
We have come thru to
the struggle.
high.
join the Red Cross. Many a man Vou can make a tittle Eden
the war practically unscathed. Our found
it easier to come across with
Tha Gallant Law Mabinf
Of the sphere you occupy.
nat:on,al wealth has increased by fifty a dollar than to resist the girls. I'm
to seventy-fiv- e
and
Gentlemen
their charnvng
per cent. Our total sure that everyone feels proud of
wiser?
wish
were
Do
world
the
of soldiers killed in the entire war their Red Cross window
you
ladies, .who we gladly welcome to
posters .
oO.OOO and
make
a
e'c-e- d
will prohstHv
Well, suppose you
start, the city will f;nd Santa Fe truly
The Christian Fndeavor of Abbott
wisdom
350000 The Brit'sh and
Hie
unique and the peonle the most hosrecently donated $4.25 to the R. C. ByIn accumulating
the
of
French losses were almost as great and
scrapbook
your
In their
heart;
pitable in New Mexico.
before leaving, Mr. Lyle donated Do not waste one
as that during the month of Sep- 5.2S for the Haile
page on folly;
honor dinners, luncheons, recept:ons,
community.
I
Live to learn, and learn to ve.
tember alone. Wh;le we are mourn
card parties, dances, etc., are being
of
We expect a large shipment
you want to give them knowledge pi,,,,.,!, consequently during! their
ing our thousands, the allies are machine-mad- e
socks to be f'nished If You
must get it, ere you give.
we navejaV the tOR. a,sf) forei(,n childr-n'- s
lie quaint old
mourning tneir
sjxty iay stay ;
will finrf vlfiaftf
frinilil rltt
ncarn repeHieuiy ui me jii;iil.iu ap- aoron dresses to be made plain. Mrs.
?
world
were
Do
wish
comthe
as
sa'tiffv'the
so'diers
our
of
happy
you
most fastidious,
pearance
enough o
Chairman of snpolies
W. A. Cr-iThen remember day by day
and will have to go some in order
pared with those of the allies. Those recently shinped hosnital sitpnl'es inof
kindness
seeds
to
scatter
soldiers are practically all between
Just
with
events.
to keep up
60 bath towels, 55 handkerAs. you pass along the way;
and thirty-on- cluding 50 hand
the ages of twenty-on- e
towels, and 10 sheets. For the
the many
of
When we ma' c such a com- chiefs.
pleasures
Official Appaarance
Fimt
Cuervo Clipper.
May be ofttimes traced to one.
parison, then our modesty rem'nds
Mrs. John W. Wilson, county
acorn
As
the
hand
all
that plants the
the phvs'rallv
us that practically
school
snnerintendent, announces
"PEACE"
Shelters armies from the sun.
fit French and British men of those
that she will be able- to be in her
-EWILCOX.
WHEELER
LLA
are
inean"e;ta,ed
e'tlter
io
ages
office a the court house. Tuesday.
dead. One of the besetting sins of
By Max Grayerling
Because Mr. Wilson was thoughtless
America was her boasting; since the
"The Christmas bells are ringn'ng Tha Social Whirl In Santa Fa
enough to get h'mself quarantined
war there has been a marked change in tones so loud and clear,
The oast week has been a decid - !frf smallpox some Mme before he
of attitude in that respect. Claims
on
Wilson was
Their accents now are falling
edly interesting one. The 25 Army first of the year. Mrs.oath
as to the r'gltts of America at the everv
of of Lee
listening ear.
men from Camp Cody Vid Fort Bay-- 1 compelled to take her
proposed peace conference are heard
will
and
the
telephone,
Tuesday
ceremonies "v"
the
who
the'r
earth
attended
While
the
o'er
chming,
ard,
but rarely, but thoughtful
people
official appearance as
men will bring.
of the Scottish Rite Reunion, were
to
news
"good
of
the
debt
ta'k
everywhere
earnestly
sole attraction while here, and as county superintendent. Albuquerque
of grat'tude that we owe to our alProclaim'? to all nations here, the
usual they were royally entertained Journal,
lies for saving ns harmless so long that Chr'st the I ord is King".
bv Santa Feans
Enioyable little
as they did. We feel that we canAnd tbrourh him peace lias come dinner
Number of Talanad Elk
parties, luncheons and dances
not do too much to repay that debt. to all mankind.
And Santa Fens are having a
were given in their honor, in add'- -'
H we can judge by the reports of
This has Wn the second greatest tion
to the pleasant affairs which merry time drilling for the big viude-too- k
writers and those recently returned Christmas the world has ever seen.
m'nstrel rhow, which will be
place at the beautiful Scottish-villfrom France, it wouM seem that the
After four years of such horrible
g!ven at the F'ks ' Thea're in hi
admiration of the French so long Moodshed. that nothing like it haj Rie Cathedral.
1
attrac-several
With
exceedingly
city, early in February Manarrer R.
prevalent in America has during the ever been known "Peace" has been tive
events already scheduled for K Love, of Los Angeles, California
war tiecn ciiangen into a sentiment proclaimed and the happy bells rung
wh'ch is almost a passionate love out the glad tidings n every city, this month and the early part of will drill the amateur actors. This
The patriot e women of Amcr'ca village and hamlet throughout the February, the Capital c'tv promises performancec will eclipse all previous
all of :ts old time gavetv. affairs given bv the- Elks, conse-Th- e
can vitalize that love by providing length and breadth of this old world to
social whirl will be kept going! mtently the pi'blic may expect some-- a
with their needles the garments so f ours
pretty Fvely pace until the '5'h th'ng unusually clever and worth
needed by the women and! We. as a nation, can reioice and
sorely
.. 1. : t .( 'I '
...kn lit., a nt.nJ 1. a I
March, when, society folks will. while.
thank, the Almighty Father for the of
in
go into retreat
upon the altar of their noble cotin- part we took in this struggle for and allwillnrobabilities
sacrifice all pleasure dur- Ths Liberty Chorna
who
has
one
the
ry A. R C. Rays.
While
Victory.
Lenten season.
Under the direction of Mrs. Raloh
stood s'rong. natient. never wander- ing the
M. Henderon, are rehearsing for the
ing amidst all tlvs turmo:1. carrying A Pleasant Affair
Appreciation
onoeretta, "The Jananese Girl" which
to
lust a few words to mention the th:s nation so. sn'eididlv through
The society folk of Carlsbad will be nresented uesday. February
Wood
beloved
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the
end.
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emmen
the
work
dW by
splendid
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pleasing comedy
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weeks, Everybody was organization.
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hut it
labor is genera'lv
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is verv
and
work,
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There are at present Mr, Mnrv
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evpect to present
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Attorney P.
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Wilson is president of th:s new
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work.
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venture
Santa
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of our railro-ibovs as' well s those
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Th(. tof-lI.ctierted alphabetically and notified by
n,).r 0f f).,jr, average who have "worn the
forty per dav. We sorely are proud us all try this year to make Cbamathe secretary.
Six Course Dinner
of the fellows who have helped co the nicest
mo-Mr. and Mrs. Oeorire Trimble ot
progressive little Elk , s Br!d"e
o
much to holu no 'he Mine ot t'"s towns in New
I.ord-bnrentertained the members
A" Auction Pndtre Tournament of th
These fellows surely
institution.
This vear the Chrstmns tree for!
crew af a
Chi)! Sneci;l)
men
The
who
a
of
havent been slackers?,
the town children was plnced in the! which is to extend over
perod
,njeriri(j s;x cotlr,e dinner recently,
;
1,
have belned in h" Rood work are school house.
five
open-months, concludmB June
Mr. Wade and Mr.
To the hovs who ,sllaiy have their
No',. 4W), 41.17. 41.1. 41.14. 4132. 4224. Pr:ce Kinney went up in the hillsied Monday mpht fannary fith. at the thr(,c a Hay
the restaurants this
and .1.V7 all of whom were under and cut a beautiful tree wh'ch thevif -' nome n l'ovis.
ien teo'csi was a rare treat.
friends
ladv
and
the supervision of W. A. Crav.
of
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wives
The
children.
the
to
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ft seems Grav is well fitted for t''e
the tournament w'th
rferr.roted it nrettilv Fri- - inauu'Tated
Events of Interest
Mosition from the wav he has hand- ,i,
tn'nmimr over ion hundred Mrs. Fred E. Dennis, wife of the Ex- - Coming
The Santa Fe Wom'ti'i Club will
4.10.1.
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led the work. By
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date.
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in costume.
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appear
as
act
will
hostess
in
lodge
Kimball, the Progress Club iravc a generously helping the teachers piveMhe rotation of the stat ons wh'ch
Their Building
reception to Red Cross members. A such a nlcaant surprise to the child-- 1
never 'ne omcers nom. rorowmn ine con- - Imoroving
The El'-large number of persons were pres- - ren. In all his experiences
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were suiir. dnessinB contests terest in the school celebrat ons, w'll
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ivere rnleasant feature of the after- - Then he told the chi'dren what 8
of the members will be the main imMeeting
wonderful Christmas this was, and Community
noon.
provement.
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prothe
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Perhaps
would
largest
celebrate!
Mrs. Leila Tavlor, chairman of the nvlPons of children
fitable community meeting ever held
Have you noticed the
local branch of Red Cross, briefly as they never did before.
over, peace was de- in Raton took place last week at
man who has created so much
outJincd the plan of work in the past, The war was
the M. E. church, where represenwere
free.
human
and
clared
beings
crositv as to whether he is or Isnt
and made an urgent plea for worktatives and pastors of the churches "The
over
the
reioicce
must
great
They
Man."
ers to helo complete refugee garour beloved president had taken of the city met 'in a public discusments which at the present time are oart
affect
wh:ch
of
sion
the
problems
in this work to bring peace to the
so badly needed overseas.
community life. Rev. W. C. Tairgart,
world. Each one of the children
The informal social hour following
Rev.
Carson. Rev. Clvde
Fdw.
J.
of
an orance and a baqj
candy.
proved most enioyable. At the close
Two days before school dosed the (vepgan, and Messrs. L S. Wilson,
of the afternoon delicious, refresh- children held a bazaar.. They sold Wickcns. Lounsberrv and Moore, the
ments were serveA in which the
the public
bags and anything else they latter two representing in
color scheme of Red White aprons,
led
the discould make. They took in over fif- schools of the
nd Pine was prettily carried out.
social
problems.
GRAY HAIR DARK
teen dollars. Most of this the older cussion of
It Is the purpose now to Institute
Springer Stockman.
room
girls in Miss Mendanhall's
these
monthly
community meetings
made, but all did their bit. This
Excellent Showing
money is to be used to buy material for the mutual welfare of church
and
community.
at
articles
the
Red
wh'th
more
make
Cross dr've to
The results of the
Try Grandmother) Old Favorite
on this mesa under the chairmanship last dav of school will be sold and
Recipe of Sage Tea and
A Young French Officer
of Mrs. C. L. Tustice resulted in a the money" used to buy a Fbrary.
,
Sulphur.
SnenVing of braverv on the field
Christmas Eve the young people
total membership of .113 members disof battle, tells th"s storv on himself :
Mills. 9R
tributed as follows:
gave a mask ball which was well "T
was in front of mv section at
Almost everyone know that Bast
ttv tl.A nermli of Chama
7. Roy, 200. Magazine Subs. 6. atton.
a number of pretty cost n:ght, when suddenly, about ten feet Tea and Sulphur, properly compoundwere
There
Tucnucr
nuMani'nR
l,
ionrrinnnng
- ed, brings back tha natural eolor and
1.
This is almost the niimber credit umes and also several of the bovs away, I saw a line of enemy rifle- lustre
to tha hair whan faded, atreaked
ed in the puhl'shed reports to all in khaki, a costume more beautiful men. I told mv men to lie down
ta
or gray. Tears ago the. only way mk
I
and
looked
hen
very
in
....v. it
t
hl
cloely.
world
the
other
anv
than
of Mora County.
Miss W'lliams was dressed as a ly made out moving helmets. Wit'' home, which is mussy and trouble-m- v
men behind me we all sudden!" soma. Nowaday, by asking at any
Japanese Maid, Miss ChrysantheSp'endid Chairman
I went ahead drug store for "Wyeth'a Saga and SuU
Mrs. Steele of Orenville last week mum. Her dress was a light blue arose and charged.
you will yet a large
sent 14 nairs of socks knit since crepe and large chrysanthemum de- ant. revolver :n nana, I tnrew mv Shur Compound."
of this famous old reelne. Im
December 11th. to the local chanter corated her hair and corsage. Her self forward, shouting in German proved by tha addition of other la
with all my strength: 'Surrender' gradients, at a small eoat.
at 1 layton. wine pair were miii costume was decidedly pretty and You
are prisoners!' only to find ha'
Don't stay gray! Try It! No on
Beside ths she has enroll- - she received the prize, a gold jewel
1V
can possibly tell that you darkened
ed more than 50 people in the 1919 box, as the most artistically dressed we had charged several rows of bee'
in
your hair, as It does It so naturally
stalks with their heads nodding
memhershin call. The members of ladv in fancv dress.
and evenly. Tou dampen a sponge or
Mr. Walter Read wore a suit of the wind.
the Orenville Branch are very proud
soft brush with It and draw this
red silk white attached to each
of their splendid chairman.
through your hair, taking one small
shoulder was a large wing these Attended By Bast And Bravest re- strand at a time; by morning tha gray
B.
who
Robert
Powell,
reHe
recently
hair disappears, and after another apwere lit uo by a flash l:ght.
Executive Committee Meeting
plication or two, your hair becomes
J. M. Cheshire, of Ta ban. attend- oresented the fire fly. It was a uni signed as president of the Chamber
and attractive.
costume but decidedly pretty, of Commerce because of his intend- beautifully dark, gloaay
ed the meeting of the Executive
que
Wyeth's Sago and Sulphur ComCommittee of the Red Cross. ' Mr. Mr. Reed received a box of cigars ed departure from Silver City, was pound
toilet
a
is
requisite
delightful
Cheshire says his Auxiliary has $750 the prize for the best dressed gentle tendered a banquet by the members fur those who desire dark hair and
of that organization at the Elks' routhful aDDearanoo.
Is not In
It
in funds on hand and will rnm- - to man.
v,
tended for tha euro, mitigation or pre
Mr. Carl Tovery's costume was a Club.
rescue of the Chapter with about
of Silver City's best venuon ot
Seventy-fiv- e
$100, as they can willingly spare that close second. He wore a pretty Infestal
the
and
at
bravest
gathered
dian suit and with his long feather
amount. Fort Sumner Review.
ed war crown made an interesting board and did war time just'ee to
viands prepared under the direction
The Total Memberships
personage,
of Wayne McVeagh Wilson,
In the Red Cross for Santa Fe
CREAM FOR CATARRH
of the Chamber of
county are 1276. D'stributed as folOPENS UP NOSTRILS
the
and
occasion
at
for
Commerce,
lows: The city of Sana Fe 923. Cerxf
least, champion
rillos 140, Espanola 105, Madrid 68.
Tells How To Get Quick Belief
America.
40.
and
L. H. Kllis presidfrom
It's Splendid t
ed. Silver City Enterprise.
Ia one minute your clogged nootril
s
Chairmanshlo
will open, the air passages of your heal
AlbuA.
Mrs. Arthur
Kellam. of
will clear and you can breathe freely.
querque, who for some time has been No more hawking, snuffling, blowing,
BRAND
5?1K
OAMONO
chairman of the legislitive depart- headache, dryness. No struggling, for
ment of the State Federat!on of breath at night; your cold or catarrh!
Woman's clubs, has handed in her will be gone.
Get a small botiie of Ely's Cream
resignation from the chairmanship
to" take effect at once. The main Balm from your druggist now. Apply;
reason for Mrs Kellam'i resigna- a little of this fragrant, antiseptic,
S
tion is to enable her to accept the healing cream in your nostrils. It penat jwmr VramM for
THROAT
AND
NOSE
EAR
EYE
IIAMOND BKAND PILLi ia Sso
appointment of state chairman of etrates through every air psssagc of tha
Gold metallic boxes, sealedBwilh BIuKO) .. Jail returned froaa Chicaga .. the
woman' political party in New head, soothes tho inflamed or swolhtai
nihhoB - TAtl Md OTSCIt.
A
v
k ameons anembrane and relief comes incmTi.B
NEW MEDICAL TREATMENT Mexico.
for twenty-favuosrf nnssst
ril.l.a,
stantly.
Safer t, Alwayi Reliable.
ycara regarded a
Improve! Cataract Oparfctioa
It's rust fine. Don't stay stuffed-uSmith
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS PERFECT FITTING OF CLASSES Breokea
At the home of Attorney and Mrs. with a cold or nasty catarrh Relief,
trail FVPRYWHFRF
?SVl
Santa Fa Francis C Wilson, Sunday afternoon aaaaSB as aiiirkly.
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